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Abstract
Bitcoin and blockchain technologies have proven to be a phenomenal success. The underlying techniques hold huge promise to change the future of financial transactions, and
eventually the way people and companies compute, collaborate, and interact. At the same
time, the current Bitcoin-like proof-of-work based blockchain systems are facing many challenges. For example, a huge amount of energy/electricity is needed for maintaining the Bitcoin blockchain.
We propose a new approach to constructing energy-efficient blockchain protocols. More
concretely, we develop proof-of-stake based, scalable blockchain protocols in the open network setting. Our contributions are as follows:
• We for the first time identify a new security property called chain soundness for proofof-stake based protocols, which captures the intuition of ensuring new players to join
the protocol execution securely.
• We for the first time formally investigate greedy strategies for proof-of-stake based
protocols; via a greedy strategy, the protocol players may extend the best blockchain
faster by attempting to extend multiple positions, instead of only the latest block, in
the blockchain. We demonstrate a very useful upper bound of extending blockchain by
greedy players, which enables us to give the first natural mimic of Bitcoin blockchain
via proof-of-stake mechanism (without using any form of Byzantine fault tolerance).
• Our design is very simple, using only standard hash functions and unique digital signatures, which makes our design very appealing in practice. Our blockchain achieves
important security properties including common prefix, chain quality, chain growth,
and chain soundness, and is adaptively secure without assuming secure erasure.
∗

All results in this paper have been submitted to Eurocrypt 2018. In this version, the presentation has been
improved, according to the feedback from the Eurocrypt reviewers, and from multiple researchers. In addition, in
the current version, the related work part has been updated, and some discussions about rational attacks including
nothing at stake attacks, selfish mining attacks, are added.
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Introduction

Bitcoin and proof-of-work mechanism. Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin [41] have proven to be a
phenomenal success. The system was designed and implemented by an unknown researcher, under the name Satoshi Nakamoto nine years ago. The underlying techniques hold huge promise
to change the future of financial transactions, and eventually the way people and companies
compute, collaborate, and interact. At the heart of these cryptocurrency systems are distributed
blockchain protocols, jointly executed by a large-scale peer-to-peer network of nodes called miners via the so-called proof-of-work mechanism [23, 3]. These blockchain protocols implement a
highly trustworthy, append-only, and always-available public ledger, which can then be used to
implement a global payment system (as in Bitcoin) or a global computer (as in Ethereum [10]).
Nakamoto’s design has unique features: (1) the Bitcoin blockchain protocol can be executed in
an open network environment in which all miners are allowed to join/leave the protocol execution
at any moment they want; essentially, all miners are encouraged/incentivized to invest certain
amount of computing power to join the effort of maintaining the blockchain; (2) the protocol has
very low communication complexity and can scale to a large network of nodes.
From proof-of-work to proof-of-stake. The scalability1 of Bitcoin blockchain protocol is at a price:
the system has “wasted” a huge amount of computing resources over the past several years. It
is definitely desirable to utilize alternative resources such as coins (also called stakes) to secure
a blockchain. If successful, the new system will be “green” in the sense that it does not require
a huge amount of non-recyclable computing power to back up its security. Attempts have been
made: proof-of-stake (PoS) mechanisms have been widely discussed in the cryptocurrency community (e.g., [2, 37, 52, 5]). In a nutshell, in a proof-of-stake based blockchain protocol, players
are expected to prove ownership of a certain number of coins/stakes. Only the players that can
provide such a proof are allowed to participate in the process of maintaining the blockchain.
Blockchain protocols with provable security. In the past years, the security of Bitcoin-like protocols has been investigated. For example, Garay et al. [27] took the provable security approach
and investigated Nakamoto’s blockchain in a cryptographic framework (please also see [45]);
they showed that, assuming the majority of mining power is controlled by the honest players, Nakamoto’s blockchain protocol can achieve several important security properties such as
common prefix, chain quality, and chain growth, as they defined in their cryptographic framework. However, how to ensure the security of new players has not been explicitly investigated
in [27, 45], yet.
Alternative provably secure scalable blockchain protocols have been investigated recently.
We highlight that, several proof-of-stake based protocols[17, 35, 20] have been proposed; these
protocols can achieve common prefix, chain quality, and chain growth properties, and some can
be executed in a large-scale closed network. However, it is not clear if these protocols can be
scalable in the open setting. This leads to the following interesting question:
Is that possible to construct a proof-of-stake based, scalable blockchain protocol with
provable security in the open setting?
1

The term scalability has been used to measure different capabilities of blockchain protocols. In this paper, we
focus on the number of independent network nodes, and we say a blockchain protocol is scalable if it can be executed
among a large-scale network of nodes (e.g., above ten thousands number of nodes as in Bitcoin).
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1.1

Chain soundness

To answer the above question, we define a new security property, chain soundness, to ensure new
players to join the protocol execution securely. Informally, considering a blockchain protocol
execution, the chain soundness property states that a new honest player’s best local chain is
consistent with any existing honest players’ local chains. See Subsection 2.2.3 for the formal
definition.
We note that, although Nakamoto’s protocol can be shown to achieve chain soundness, it
has not been explicitly investigated in [27, 45]. In addition, previous proof-of-stake proposals
(e.g., [17, 35, 20]) did not discuss the security when new players join the protocol execution, so
it is not clear if those protocols can achieve chain soundness. In this paper, we propose new
constructions, and we analyze their security in the open setting and we prove that they can
achieve chain soundness.

1.2

Our construction

Warm-up: Nakamoto’s design and proof-of-work (PoW) based core-chain We first briefly
review Nakamoto’s design ideas [41]. The blockchain in Bitcoin consists of a chain of ordered
blocks B1 , B2 , B3 , . . ., and PoW-players (i.e., miners) in each round (or time slot) attempt to extend the blockchain with a new block by solving proof-of-work puzzles [23, 3]. The puzzle for
each miner is defined by (1) the “context”, i.e., the latest block in the longest blockchain in the
miner’s view, and (2) the “payload”, i.e., the set of valid transactions to be included in the new
block; and a valid puzzle solution to the problem is defined by a hash inequality. More concretely,
assume the longest blockchain for a miner consists of B1 , B2 , . . . , Bi , and Bi is the latest block.
The miner now attempts to find a valid puzzle solution nonce which can satisfy the following
hash inequality:
H(hash(Bi ), payload , nonce) < T
where H(·) and hash(·) are two hash functions, payload denotes the set of valid transactions to
be included in the new block, and T denotes the target of proof-of-work puzzle difficulty (which
specifies how difficult to identify a puzzle solution by making a hash query attempt). In the case
that a new valid solution, nonce, is identified, such a solution can be used for defining a new valid
block Bi+1 as follows:
Bi+1 := hhi , payload , noncei
where hi := hash(Bi ). Then the new block Bi+1 will be revealed by the miner, and broadcasted
to the network and then accepted by the remaining miners in the system. (The above description
is oversimplified. )
We may consider an even further simplified version of the above blockchain protocol, called
Bitcoin core-chain protocol. In the core-chain protocol, the payload will be ignored, and now
puzzle is based on hash inequality: H(hash(Bi ), nonce) < T, and the new block Bi+1 is defined as
Bi+1 := hhi , noncei. (We often call the blocks in a blockchain protocol, blocks, while the blocks
in a core-chain protocol, block-cores.)
We note that, mimicking Nakamoto’s footprint via proof-of-stake mechanism is non-trivial,
and we have to address many technical challenges. To make our presentation more accessible,
we start with the basic version of our proof-of-stake based core-chain protocol, Πcore , and then
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present the improved versions Πcore? and Πcore• which deal with greedy strategies and adaptive
stake registrations, respectively. These eventually allow us to develop a full-fledged proof-ofstake blockchain protocol Πmain . Next, we illustrate our key ideas step by step.
1.2.1

Step 1, Πcore : Proof-of-stake (PoS) based core-chain, the basic version

We intend to mimic Nakamoto’s design. Our proof-of-stake (PoS) based protocol will be maintained by PoS-players (i.e., stakeholders); We first consider the basic strategy that all players
attempt to extend the longest chain with a new block. Similar to that in the PoW-based protocol, a winning PoS-player is chosen with some probability but using a different hash inequality. More concretely, assume the longest core-chain for a PoS-player consists of the following
ordered block-cores, B1 , B2 , . . . , Bi ; let round denote the current time (or round number); consider a unique digital signature scheme [38]2 (uKeyGen, uKeyVer, uSign, uVerify), and assume the
PoS-player holds the signing-verification key pair (sk, pk). If the PoS-player is chosen, then the
following hash inequality holds:
H(hash(Bi ), round, pk, σ) < T
where σ := uSignsk (hi , round), and hi := hash(Bi ). The new block-core Bi+1 is defined as
Bi+1 := hhi , round, pk, σi
We remark that our design is very similar to Nakamoto’s: the context here consists of the latest
block-core in the longest core-chain, and the payload in the core-chain is empty; the puzzle solution consists of the current time, a PoS-player’s verification key and his signature of the context.
When the adversary (1) follows the basic strategy, i.e., extending the single longest chain,
and (2) has all stakes registered without being aware of the state of protocol execution, then our
protocol can be viewed as a proof-of-stake analogy of Nakamoto’s, and the security properties
i.e., chain growth, chain quality, and common prefix (cf [27, 45]) can be demonstrated.3
Achieving chain soundness. Chain soundness property ensures that new players can join the system securely. Note that, a new player is not aware of the current state of the protocol execution
(because the player did not participate in the protocol execution). In our design, each (new or
existing) honest player takes the longest chain as the best chain. We can show that the adversary now cannot generate a longer chain privately to “confuse” the new players (otherwise the
adversary can also confuse the existing honest players, which will violate the common prefix
property).
Theorem 1.1 (informal). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore where all players follow the basic strategy of extending the longest chain; in addition, all players have their stakes registered without being
aware of the state of the protocol execution. If more than 51% stakes are honest, then the protocol
Πcore can achieve chain growth, chain quality, common prefix and chain soundness properties.
See Section 3 for more details.
2

There are multiple practical candidates of unique signature schemes in literature (e.g., [8]).
We note that generating an unpredictable solution in proof-of-stake protocol design has been previously considered in the Algorand proposal [17]. The difference between Algorand proposal and our basic version Πcore is that,
in our basic design the probability of finding a solution in a round is very low as in Bitcoin, while this probability in
Algorand is high.
3

4

1.2.2

Step 2, Πcore? : Securing the core-chain against a greedy adversary

For the sake of simplifying our presentation, in the protocol Πcore above, we focus on the setting
that all players follow the basic strategy to extend the core-chain. That is, each player will make
attempts to extend the single best chain in his/her local view. We note that, this basic strategy has
been widely adopted in the proof-of-work setting; there, extending a chain is expensive in the
sense that it requires significant amount of computing power; it will be extremely costly to extend
multiple chains simultaneously. However, in the proof-of-stake setting, it is very cheap to extend
a chain. The proof-of-stake players may follow a greedy strategy to extend the core-chain: they
make attempts to extend a set of chains and expect to obtain additional advantage for extending
the best chain. Now we define greedy strategies and then present a modified protocol Πcore? in
the presence of players who are following greedy strategies. (For the sake of simplifying our
presentation, we additionally assume that all players have their stakes registered without being
aware of the state of the protocol execution as in Πcore in the previous step; This restriction will
be removed in Πcore• in the next step.)
Defining greedy strategies. Consider a blockchain protocol execution. Let P be a protocol player.
Without loss of generality, there are multiple chains in P’s local view, and these chains form a
tree. That is, the root of the tree is the genesis block, and each path from the root is a chain. The
tree “grows” round after round: the length of each existing chain may increase, and new chains
will be created.
Let ` be the length of the longest chain at round r. Consider greedy parameter g where
0 ≤ g ≤ `. We say the player is g-greedy if, for all round r, the player makes attempts to extend
a set of chains in which all chains have the length at least (` − g). Note that, when g = 0, the
g-greedy strategy is essentially the basic strategy that we considered in protocol Πcore . When
g = `, we say the protocol player is fully-greedy.
Designing and analyzing protocols in the presence of greedy strategies. In order to defend against
an adversary who follow a greedy strategy, we may consider to modify our protocol by having
all honest players to follow the same greedy strategy. However, if an honest player follows the
fully greedy strategy, then he/she will have to maintain a “big” tree and make attempts to extend
the tree from all nodes (including leafs and intermediate nodes in the tree). In practice, we often
make some tradeoff: an honest player may follow a weakened greedy strategy (even we are aware
that the adversary may follow the fully greedy strategy) so that the protocol can be significantly
simplified.
We demonstrate a very interesting upper bound: the fully greedy strategy will allow a PoS
player to improve his/her chance of extending chains with a factor at most e where e ≈ 2.718
(i.e., e is Euler’s number, or the base of the natural logarithm). This upper bound allows us to
develop secure core-chain protocols against greedy adversaries. When the adversary follows the
fully greedy strategy and honest players follow the basic strategy, if more than 73% stakes are
honest, then the protocol can achieve the security properties. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2 (informal). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore? where honest players follow the 0greedy strategy (i.e., basic strategy) while adversarial players follow the fully-greedy strategy; in
addition, all players have their stakes registered without being aware of the state of the protocol
execution. If more than 73% stakes are honest, then the protocol Πcore? can achieve chain growth,
chain quality, common prefix and chain soundness properties.
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If we are willing to complicate the protocol construction slightly, and let honest players to
follow the 2-greedy strategy, then our protocol can be secure under a more relaxed assumption
that honest players hold, not more than 73% stakes, but more than 57% stakes in the system.
This assumption is very close to the “standard” honest majority 51%. We can have the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.3 (informal). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore? where honest players follow the 2greedy strategy while adversarial players follow the fully-greedy strategy; in addition, all players
have their stakes registered without being aware of the state of the protocol execution. If more than
57% stakes are honest, then the protocol Πcore? can achieve chain growth, chain quality, common
prefix and chain soundness properties.
See Section 4 for more details.
1.2.3

Step 3, Πcore• : Securing the core-chain further, against an adaptive adversary

The protocol Πcore? above is expected to be executed in a less realistic setting where all players
must have their stakes registered without being aware of the state of the protocol execution. Recall that the hash inequality H(context, solution) < T is used in the process of extending the
chains. In reality, an adversary may have a stake registered based on the state of the protocol execution. More concretely, the adversary can play a “rejection re-sampling” strategy to generate
keys, and then have his/her stake registered adaptively: the adversary first runs the key generation algorithm to obtain a key-pair (pk, sk), and then checks if the corresponding (pk, σ) is a
valid solution; if not, the adversary re-samples a new key-pair. This adaptive stake registration
strategy enables the adversary (to be selected) to extend the chains with much higher probability.
To address this concern, we introduce a new policy to our protocol: to extend the chains with
new blocks, a player must have his/her stake registered much earlier.
Theorem 1.4 (informal). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore• where honest players follow the 2greedy strategy while adversarial players follow the fully-greedy strategy. If more than 57% stakes
are honest, then the protocol Πcore• can achieve chain growth, chain quality, common prefix and
chain soundness properties.
See Section 5 for more details.
1.2.4

Step 4, Πmain : From the core-chain to a blockchain

In this step, we will “upgrade” the core-chain protocol to a regular blockchain protocol so that
payload (e.g., the transactions) can be included. Intuitively, the core-chain can be viewed as a
(biased) randomness beacon; we can use the beacon to select a PoS-player to generate a new block
so that the blockchain can be extended. More concretely, once a new block-core Bi+1 is generated
by a PoS-player (in the core-chain protocol), then the PoS-player is selected for generating the
new block B̃i+1 , in the following format
˜ σ̃i
B̃i+1 = hhash(B̃i ), Bi+1 , X̃i+1 , pk,
where σ̃ ← Signsk˜ (h̃i , Bi+1 , X̃i ) , X̃i+1 is payload and h̃i := hash(B̃i ), and Bi+1 := hhi , round, pk, σi.
Here the PoS-player holds two pairs of keys, i.e., (sk, pk) of the unique signature scheme (uKeyGen,
˜ pk)
˜ of a regular digital signature scheme (KeyGen, Sign, Verify). Now we
uSign, uVerify), and (sk,
6

attach each block to the core-chain via the corresponding block-core; we can reduce the security
of the blockchain protocol to the security of the core-chain protocol. Please also see Figure 1 for
a pictorial illustration.

G

B1
B̃1

B2
B̃2

B3
B̃3

B4
B̃4

...

Rounds

Figure 1: Blockchain structure
Blockchain C˜ consists of initial setup information (i.e., genesis block) G, and then an ordered sequence of
blocks B̃1 , B̃2 , B̃3 , . . .. Here, each block B̃i consists of a block-core Bi and additional information. A corechain C consists of the initial setup information G and the ordered sequence of block-cores B1 , B2 , B3 , . . ..

Finally, we can show the following theorem.
Theorem 1.5 (informal). Consider blockchain protocol Πmain where honest players follow the 2greedy strategy while adversarial players follow the fully-greedy strategy. If more than 57% stakes
are honest, then the protocol Πmain can achieve chain growth, chain quality, common prefix and
chain soundness properties.
See Section 6 for more details.
1.2.5

Discussions and further extensions

Our design can be extended in multiple directions, including enabling adaptive difficulty adjustment and supporting light clients as in the original Bitcoin [41], and incentivizing the system via
better strategies (e.g., [46]), managing transactions in blockchain more effectively (e.g., [48]), and
more. Our design can also tolerate some well known rational attacks such as nothing at stake
attacks and selfish mining attacks. Please see Section 7 for more details.

1.3

Related work

Cryptocurrency and proof-of-work. Anonymous digital currency was introduced by Chaum
[16] in the early 1980s. The first decentralized currency system, Bitcoin [41], was launched about
30 years later, by incentivizing a set of players to solve moderately-hard cryptographic puzzles
(also called proof-of-work puzzles [23, 3]). After that, many cryptocurrency systems were created
based on proof-of-work puzzles (e.g., LiteCoin [1], Ethereum [10, 53]). Please refer to the online
textbook and course [42] and the survey [9].
The security of Bitcoin system has been analyzed in the rational setting, e.g., [25, 24, 43, 32,
49, 50], and also in the cryptographic setting, e.g., [27, 45, 51, 33, 34, 28]. Several important
cryptographic properties, common prefix [27, 45], chain quality [27], and chain growth [33], have
been considered for proof-of-work blockchain protocols.
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Proof-of-stake. Using virtual resources (i.e., stake) to construct cryptocurrency has been intensively considered. Since the inception of the idea in an online forum [7], several proof-of-stake
proposals have been introduced and/or implemented (e.g., [2, 37, 52, 11, 5]). We remark that these
proposals are ad hoc without formal security, and it is not clear how to formally prove the security
of these proposals.
Very recently, several provably secure proof-of-stake based blockchain proposals (e.g., [17,
35, 20, 47]) have been developed. Unfortunately, all of them suffer from some major drawbacks.
The Sleepy protocol [47], is very efficient but it is designed for the closed setting which means
new spawned players are not allowed to join the system during the execution. In the follow-up
work, Snow White [20], new players are allowed to join the system; but these new players need
to contact a group of honest majority players.
The most related work is Algorand [17, 29]. In Algorand, multiple players will be elected as
lead candidates for signing the next block. Another group of players need to be elected to run an
improved Byzantine Agreement (BA) protocol to determine which candidate block will be stored.
It is not clear whether these heavyweight protocols can be executed efficiently in a large-scale
real-world open network. We argue that, without relying on any form of BA, our PoS protocol is
more suitable to be executed in the real world network environment (in which network delay is
non-trivial).
Ouroboros Praos [21] is concurrent and independent work of ours. In their work, the protocol
uses a verifiable random function (VRF) to elect a signer for next block. Greedy strategies are not
addressed in the security analysis. In particular, in the full protocol of Praos, the blockchain
consists of blocks that are generated in different epochs, and blocks in each epoch define the
value ηi for generating blocks in next epoch; we note that, by producing different ηi ’s (e.g., the
adversary may withhold some blocks in an epoch to produce different ηi ), the adversary can play
greedy strategies to extend the blockchain. In addition, we note that, in Praos, honest users are
expected to erase certain specified secret data reliably; secure data erasure is a strong assumption
which may be too complicated to implement in practice.
Combining proof-of-work and proof-of-stake. The idea of combining proof-of-work and
proof-of-stake has been studied in [36, 19, 6, 22, 18]. Very recently, Duong et al [22] provided
the first provably secure and scalable blockchain via proof-of-work/proof-of-stake in the open
setting.
Additional alternative mechanisms. Alternative consensus techniques via different resources
have been considered. For example, the physical storage resource is used in [44, 39]. A hybrid proposal of utilizing both computing and space resources, called proof-of-space-time was introduced
in [40]. Recently, blockchain protocols via trusted hardware have also been proposed [31, 54].

1.4

Organization.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce an analysis framework for proof-of-stake protocols. In Section 3, we construct the basic version of our proof-ofstake based core-chain protocol, and then provide the security analysis. In Section 4, we introduce greedy strategies, and develop a modified proof-of-stake based core-chain protocol to defend
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against greedy adversaries, and then analyze its security. In Section 5, we improve the modified
core-chain protocol further so that it can be executed in the real world environment where the
players are allowed to register their key-pairs adaptively. In Section 6, we upgrade the core-chain
protocol to a full-fledged blockchain protocol. Finally, extensions and related discussions are
provided in Section 7. We note that, additional supporting materials can be found in Appendix A.

2

Model

In order to study the security of Bitcoin-like proof-of-work based protocols, Garay et al. [27]
proposed a cryptographic framework and showed that (a simplified version of) Bitcoin protocol
can achieve several important security properties. Then, Pass et al. [45] strengthened Garay et
al.’s analysis by considering a more realistic communication network (i.e., partially synchronous
network) in which messages from honest players can be delayed with an upper bound number of
rounds. Below we define a framework for analyzing proof-of-stake based blockchain protocols.
We note that we take many formulation ideas from the previous framework [27, 45].

2.1

Blockchain protocol executions

The execution of proof-of-stake blockchain protocol. Following Canetti’s formulation
of the “real world” executions [12, 13], we present an abstract model for proof-of-stake (PoS)
blockchain protocol Π in the {FSetup , FNET }-hybrid model, where FNET denotes the partially synchronous network communication functionality (see Appendix A.4.1), and FSetup denotes the
setup functionality (which will be explained soon), for the PoS-players. We consider the execution of blockchain protocol Π that is directed by an environment Z(1κ ) (where κ is a security
parameter), which activates a set P of PoS-players. The environment Z can “manage” protocol
players through an adversary A that can dynamically corrupt honest parties. More concretely,
the {FSetup , FNET }-hybrid execution proceeds as follows. Each party in the execution is initialized
with an initial state including all initial public information e.g., a genesis block. The environment
Z first actives the adversary A and provides instructions for the adversary. The execution proceeds in rounds, and in each round, a protocol party could be activated by the environment or
the functionalities.
In each round, each PoS-player P ∈ P, with a local state state (note that state originally
includes the initial state), proceeds as follows.
• When PoS-player P is activated by the environment Z by (Input-Stake, P, x ) where x
is the input from the environment, and potentially P receives subroutine output message (Message, P0 , m) for any P0 ∈ P, from FNET , the PoS-player P interacts with the
functionality FSetup and receives some output y from FSetup .
• Next, the PoS-player P executes the protocol Π on input its local state state, the value y
received from the functionality FSetup , an input from the environment x , and the message
m received from the functionality FNET ; and then P obtains an updated local state state
and an outgoing message m0 , i.e.,{state, m0 } ← Π(state, x , y, m). After that, P sends
(Broadcast, m0 ) to FNET and then returns (Return-Stake, P) to the environment Z.
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At any round r of the execution, Z can send message (Corrupt, P), where P ∈ P, to adversary A. Then A will have access to the party’s local state and control P.
F

,F

Setup NET
be a random variable denoting the joint VIEW of all parties (i.e., all their inputs,
Let EXECΠ,A,Z
random coins and messages received ) in the above {FSetup , FNET }-hybrid execution; note that
this joint view fully determines the execution. Whenever FSetup , FNET are clear from context we
often write EXECΠ,A,Z .
Remark 2.1. For simplicity, we focus on the idealized “flat” model where all PoS-players have the
same number of stakes. Note that, in the reality, each different honest PoS-player may have a different
amount of stake. In addition for simplicity, we focus on the idealized “static difficulty” model where
the number of PoS-players that who have stakes, is fixed during the course of the protocol execution.
That means, if some new PoS-players join the system, then the same number of PoS-players will leave
the system. In Section 7, we will discuss how to extend our main results in the idealized flat, static
difficulty model to the more realistic non-flat, adaptive difficulty setting.
Remark 2.2 (Player joining and leaving). Protocol players are allowed to join the protocol execution
FSetup ,FNET
EXECΠ,A,Z
. More explicitly, PoS-players, during their first interactions with the setup functionality FSetup , can have themselves registered.
However, it is very subtle to have PoS-players unregistered when they decide to leave the protocol
execution. In the current version of our modeling, we assume that when (honest) PoS-players leave
the protocol execution, they will erase their own local internal information. That means, the protocol
execution is in the non-erasure model (except for these already unregistered players). For this reason,
•
we currently disabled the Stake-Unregister command in the FSetup (e.g., FrCERT
in Section 5) but
keep the Stake-Register command; we note that the Stake-Unregister comand can be added back
if certain sophisticated mechanisms are introduced.

2.2
2.2.1

Security properties
Blockchain basics

A blockchain C consists of a sequence of ` concatenated blocks B0 kB1 kB2 k · · · kB` , where ` ≥ 0
and B0 is the initial block (genesis block). We use len(C) to denote blockchain length, i.e., the
number of blocks in blockchain C; and here len(C) = `. We use sub blockchain (or subchain) for
referring to segment of a chain; here for example, C[1, `] refers to an entire blockchain, whereas
C[j, m], with j ≥ 1 and m ≤ ` would refer to a sub blockchain Bj k · · · kBm . We use C[i] to denote
the i-th block Bi in blockchain C. If blockchain C is a prefix of another blockchain C 0 , we write
C  C 0 . If a chain C is truncated the last κ blocks, we write C[¬κ].
2.2.2

Chain growth, common prefix, and chain quality

Previously, several fundamental security properties for proof-of-work blockchain protocols have
been defined: common prefix property [27, 45], chain quality property [27], and chain growth property [33]. Intuitively, the chain growth property states that the chains of honest players should
grow linearly to the number of rounds. The common prefix property indicates the consistency
of any two honest chains except the last κ blocks. The chain quality property, aims at expressing
the number of honest blocks’ contributions that are contained in a sufficiently long and continuous part of an honest chain. Specifically, for parameters ` ∈ N and µ ∈ (0, 1), the ratio of
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honest input contributions in a continuous part of an honest chain has a lower bounded µ. We
follow the same spirit to define the security properties for proof-of-stake blockchain protocols.
The definitions for these properties are formally given as follows.
Definition 2.3 (Chain growth). Consider a blockchain protocol Π with a set P of players. The
chain growth property with parameter g ∈ R, states the following: for any honest player P0 with
local chain C 0 at round r0 , and honest player P00 with local chain C 00 at round r00 , where P0 , P00 ∈ P
and r00 > r0 , in the execution EXECΠ,A,Z , it holds that len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ) ≥ g(r00 − r0 ).
Definition 2.4 (Common prefix). Consider a blockchain protocol Π with a set P of players. The
common prefix property states the following: for any honest player P0 with local chain C 0 at round
r0 , and honest player P with local chain C at round r, in the execution EXECΠ,A,Z , where P0 , P ∈ P
and r ≤ r0 , it holds that C[¬κ]  C 0 .
Definition 2.5 (Chain quality). Consider a blockchain protocol Π with a set P of players. The chain
quality property with parameters µ, `, where µ ∈ R and ` ∈ N, states the following: for any honest
player P ∈ P, with local chain C in round r, in EXECΠ,A,Z , it holds, for large enough ` consecutive
blocks of C, the ratio of honest blocks is at least µ.
2.2.3

New property: Chain soundness

We here introduce a new security property, chain soundness, which is critical for blockchain protocols in the open setting. A good protocol in the open network environment, should ensure
honest new players to join the system securely. Intuitively, the protocol can help the new players
to obtain a blockchain which is compatible with the local chain of an existing honest player in
some recent rounds. While this property is not needed for protocols in the closed setting where
new players are not allowed, it is important for blockchains in the open network environments.
Without this security requirement, unsatisfactory protocols could be allowed. The chain soundness property can be described as follows.
Definition 2.6 (Chain soundness). Consider a blockchain protocol Π with a set P of players. Consider a new player P ∈ P with best local chain C in round r, in EXECΠ,A,Z . The chain soundness
property states the following: for the new player P and any existing players P0 with best local chain
C 0 at round r, it holds that C 0 [¬κ]  C and C[¬κ]  C 0 .
We remark that, the chain soundness is different from the common prefix property above.
In the latter, only existing players are considered. Several previous protocols (e.g., [35, 20]) can
achieve common prefix but not chain soundness.

3

Proof-of-stake core-chain, the basic design and analysis

High-level protocol description. The informal description of our core-chain protocol Πcore has
been illustrated in the Introduction: assume the longest core-chain for a PoS-player consists of
the following ordered block-cores, B1 , B2 , . . . , Bi ; let round denote the current time (or round
number); consider a unique digital signature scheme (uKeyGen, uKeyVer, uSign, uVerify), and
assume the PoS-player holds the signing-verification key pair (sk, pk). If the PoS-player is
chosen, then the following hash inequality holds: H(hash(Bi ), round, pk, σ) < T, where σ :=
uSignsk (hi , round), and hi := hash(Bi ). The new block-core Bi+1 is defined as Bi+1 := hhi , round, pk, σi.
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When the adversary (1) follows the basic strategy, i.e., extending the single longest chain,
and (2) has all stakes registered independent of the state of protocol execution, then our protocol
can be viewed as a proof-of-stake analogy of Nakamoto’s, and the security properties i.e., chain
growth, chain quality, and common prefix (cf [27, 45]) can be demonstrated.
Formal protocol description. Next we will provide a formal description for our protocol. We use a
setup functionality FrCERT to capture the hash inequality and the block-core signing/verification.
This setup functionality can be implemented by using hash function H(·) and a strengthened
unique signature scheme (uKeyGen, uKeyVer, uSign, uVerify).
The power of the adversary. Finally, we note that in this section, the adversary will follow the
basic strategy in the sense that all the accounts are registered previously before the protocol
execution.

3.1

Setup functionality FrCERT

Resource certification functionality FrCERT . The functionality consists of several phases,
“Stake Resource Registration”, “Stake Election”, and “Block Verification”. In this version of resource certificate functionality, the “Stake Resource Registration” phase is disabled, and we have
all PoS-player P registered initially. (Jumping ahead, in Section 5, a strengthened version of re•
source certification functionality FrCERT
in Figure 10, will be introduced; there, at any time step, a
•
PoS-player P can send a register command to functionality FrCERT
for registration. ) For simplicity, we assume a registered PoS-player P is granted one unit of the stake, and he can then request
the functionality for leader election once in each execution round. We will extend this flat model
to non-flat model in Section 7.
Firstly, we will introduce “Stake Resource Registration” phase. In this phase, a player P send
(Elect, P, hh prev , roundi) to the functionality; the functionality requests adversary to produce
the signature by command (Core-Sign, P, hh prev , roundi) , and then waits until the adversary
responds with a signature σ. The functionality then with probability p selects this party as the
leader and notifies the player whether he is selected or not.In this phase, We remark that, the
elected party P can obtain only a single signature for a h prev in one round; in previous certificate
or digital signature functionalities (see [14]), multiple signatures are allowed to be generated for
the same value. Then the functionality generate a unique id h for the player P as the identity of
a new block. With the id h, the functionality can distinguish every valid block. The functionality
store a record of the form hh prev , round, P, σ, h, 1i for the new block. Here, h prev is the id of the
previous block. So that the functionality can and trace the order of of blocks. The functionality
return (Elected, P, h, σ, b) to P where b is used to indicate if P is elected in this round.
Secondly, the verification process of FrCERT proceeds as follows. Upon receiving a verification request, the functionality will check if the signature is valid by sending a request to adversary. Then the functionality will also check there is a valid record of this block been recorded.
This would ensure the completeness, unforgeability, and guarantees consistency properties of the
block.
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Functionality FrCERT
The functionality interacts with a set P of parties, as well as an adversary.
The functionality is parameterized by a difficulty parameter p, a security parameter κ.
Initially, a set P0 of distinct players are registered, where P0 ⊆ P; That is, for all P ∈ P0 the records
(P, 1) are stored.
Stake Resource Registration:
(This phase is disabled, and all stake registration must be completed during initialization. In the strengthened version of the functionality in Figure 10, this phase will be enabled for supporting regular stake
registration.)
Stake Election: For each round, set φP,h prev := 0 for every registered party P ∈ P0 .
Upon receiving (Elect, P, hh prev , roundi) from a PoS-player P, proceed as follows.
Set b := 0. (the party P is not elected by default)
1. If (P, 1) is recorded, and φP,h prev = 0, (the party P registered and granted one unit of stake)
Send (Core-Sign, P, hh prev , roundi) to the adversary.
Upon receiving (Signature, P, hh prev , roundi, σ), do:
If hh prev , round, P, σ, ·, ·i has been recorded, then ignore the input. (party P can only obtain one
signature for h prev in a round.) Otherwise, send a request to the adversary for a unique value h;
if h·, ·, ·, ·, h, ·i has been recorded, then ignore the input. Otherwise,
with probability p, set b := 1 (the party P is elected), and store a record of the form
hh prev , round, P, σ, h, 1i in memory.
Set φP,h prev := 1
Send (Elected, P, h, σ, b) to P
Block Verification:
Upon receiving (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ, h) from a party P0 ∈ P,
Set f := 0
1. Send (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ) to the adversary.
Upon receiving (Core-Verified, P, hh prev , roundi, φ) from the adversary, do:
If hh prev , round, P, σ, h, 1i is recorded, then set f := 1.
Else, if P is not corrupted, and no entry hh prev , round, P, σ 0 , h, 1i for any σ 0 is recorded, then
set f := 0 and record the entry hh prev , round, P, σ, h, 0i.
Else, if there is an entry hh prev , round, P, σ, h, f 0 i, then set f := f 0 .
Else, set f := φ, and record the entry hh prev , round, P, σ, h, f i.
Output (Core-Verified, P, hh prev , roundi, σ, h, f ) to the party P0 .

Figure 2: Resource certification functionality FrCERT .
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How to implement functionality FrCERT ?
We note that, in [14], FCERT can be implemented
in the {FCA , FSIG }-hybrid model. We can follow the similar approach to implement our functionality FrCERT in the {FrCA , F̂uSIG , FRO }-hybrid model. Please refer to Appendix A.1. Note that
F̂uSIG is a variant of the multi-session signature functionality [15] in the sense that, for each signer
only one signature is allowed to be generated for a value, and this variant can be realized by a
multi-session signature protocol based on unique signature scheme. In addition, the multi-session
certificate authority functionality F̂CA could be implemented in multiple ways. For example, we
can instantiate functionality F̂CA via a (variant) of a “mature” blockchain such as Bitcoin. Please
refer to Appendix A.2 for more details about certificate authority functionality F̂CA , Appendix
A.3 for multi-session signature functionality F̂uSIG , and Appendix A.4.2 for random oracle functionality FRO , respectively.

3.2

Our core-chain protocol

We now describe the core-chain protocol Πcore . Each PoS-player P, once activated by the environment on (Input-Stake, P) at round round, and received a core-chain set C from FNET , the
party P finds the best valid core-chain Cbest by running the subroutine BestCore (in Figure 4),
and then updates its local core-chain C := Cbest .
Let ` be the length of core-chain C. In our design, only the elected PoS-players are allowed to generate new block-cores (to extend the core-chain). Now, each registered PoS-player
P will work on the right “context” which consists of the latest block-core in the longest corechain and the current time; formally context := hh prev , roundi where C[`] is the latest blockcore in the longest core-chain C, and h prev is the identity returned by the functionality FrCERT
for C[`], and round denotes the current time. The PoS-player P may query FrCERT by command
(Elect, P, context, C) to see if he is selected to extend C. If the PoS-player P is selected (with
certain probability p), he would receive a message (Elected, P, h, σ, b) from FrCERT such that
b = 1. Once receiving the signature σ from the functionality, the PoS-player P defines a new
block-core B := hhh prev , h, roundi, P, σi, updates his local core-chain C and then broadcasts the
local core-chain to the network. Please refer to Figure 3 for more details of our core-chain protocol.
Note that here PoS-players have access to the functionality FrCERT . The players need to register to the functionality FrCERT before querying the functionality.
The best core-chain strategy. Our proof-of-stake core-chain protocol Πcore uses the subroutine BestCore to single out the best valid core-chain from a set of core-chains. Now we describe
the rules of selecting the best core-chain. Roughly speaking, a core-chain is the best one if it is
the current longest valid core-chain. The BestCore subroutine takes as input, a core-chain set C0
and the current time information round0 . Intuitively, the subroutine validates all C ∈ C0 , then
finds the valid longest core-chain.
In more detail, BestCore proceeds as follows. On input the current set of core-chains C0 and
the current time information round0 , and for each core-chain C, the subroutine then evaluates
every block-core of the core-chain C sequentially. Let ` be the length of C. Starting from the
head of C, for every block-core C[i], for all i ∈ [`], in the core-chain C, the BestCore subroutine
(1) ensures that C[i] is linked to the previous block-core C[i − 1] correctly, and (2) tests if the
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Protocol Πcore
Initially, a set P0 of players are registered to the functionality FrCERT , where P0 ⊆ P. Initially, for each
P ∈ P, set C := ∅, and state := ∅.
Upon receiving message (Input-Stake, P) from the environment Z at round round, the PoS-player P ∈
P, with local state state, proceeds as follows.
1. Select the best local PoS core-chain:
Let C be the set of core-chains collected from FNET .
Compute Cbest := BestCore(C ∪ {C}, round), and set C := Cbest , and ` := len(Cbest )
2. Attempt to extend PoS core-chain:
prev

Parse C[`] as hhh`

, round` , P` , σ` i, h` i.

Stake election:
Send (Elect, P, hh` , roundi) to functionality FrCERT ,
and receive (Elected, P, h`+1 , σ, b) from FrCERT .
If b = 1, generate a new block-core:
Set the new block-core B := hhh` , round, P, σi, h`+1 i,
and set C := CkB , and state := state ∪ {C},
and then send (Broadcast, C) to FNET .
Return (Return-Stake, P) to the environment Z.

Figure 3: Our proof-of-stake core-chain protocol Πcore in the {FrCERT , FNET }-hybrid model. (See
Figure 4 for the subroutine BestCore.)

signature generated by that PoS-player can be verified (by interacting with FrCERT ). After the
validation, the best valid core-chain is the longest one. Please refer to Figure 4 for more details.

3.3

Security analysis for core-chain

Our core-chain protocol Πcore is in the “flat, static difficulty” model in which each PoS-playerholds
a unit of stake and the total number of stakeholders is fixed. Let n be the total number of stakeholders in the protocol. Let p denote the probability that a stakeholder is qualified to extend the
core-chain in a round. Let ρ denote the ratio of malicious stake. Let α0 = (1 − ρ)np be the
expected number of honest stakeholders that are qualified in a round to extend the longest corechain. Let β0 = ρnp be the expected number of malicious stakeholders that are qualified in a
round to extend any chosen core-chain. Let α and β be the effective counterparts, respectively in
the network delay setting. Here we assume np  1. This means the expected number of stakeholders that are qualified to extend a core-chain in a round is much less than 1. Additionally, we
assume that α0 = λβ0 where λ ∈ (1, ∞).
We are now ready to state our theorem for our core-chain protocol Πcore in the presence of
an adversary who extends blockchain via the basic strategy (i.e., extending a single chain once).
Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 1.1, restated). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore where all players follow
the simple strategy of extending the longest chain; in addition, all players have their stake registered
independent of the state in the protocol execution. Let α and β be the effective expected number
of blocks generated by honest and malicious players in a round respectively. If α = λβ, λ > 1,
then the protocol Πcore can achieve chain growth, chain quality, common prefix and chain soundness
15

Subroutine BestCore
The subroutine BestCore is allowed to access to the functionality FrCERT , and with input
(C0 , round0 ).
For every chain C ∈ C0 , and proceed as follows.
1. Set ` := len(C).
2. For i from ` down to 1, verify block-core C[i], as follows.
prev

• Parse C[i] into hhhi , roundi , Pi , σi i, hi i.
prev
Parse C[i − 1] into hhhi−1 , roundi−1 , Pi−1 , σi−1 i, hi−1 i.
• If roundi < round0 and roundi−1 < roundi , then execute:
If hi 6= hi−1 , then remove this core-chain C from C0 .
prev
Else send (Core-Verify, Pi , hhi , roundi i, σi , hi ) to FrCERT .
prev
Upon receiving message (Core-Verified, Pi , hhi , roundi i, σi , hi , fi ) from
FrCERT , if fi = 0 remove this core-chain C from C0 .
prev

Otherwise, remove the core-chain C from C0 .
Set Cbest be the longest core-chain in C0 . Then return Cbest as the output.

Figure 4: The core-chain set validation subroutine BestCore.
properties.
3.3.1

Proof ideas

Here we introduce the high-level proof ideas. In our design, malicious players cannot prevent
the honest players from being selected to generate new block-cores. This will guarantee the
chain growth property. Furthermore, the total number of block-cores from malicious players
are bounded by the proportion of stakes they control. Since we assume that the honest players
control more stakes than the malicious players, for the same core-chain, the malicious players
cannot contribute more block-cores than the honest players. This will give us the chain quality
property. Finally, we assume the probability that the stakeholders find a new block-core B in a
round is very small. This means, in most of the rounds, no new block-core is broadcast, and all of
the honest players will extend on the same core-chain. Note that, even all of malicious players try
to extend another core-chain, the growth rate of the malicious core-chain is still lower than that
of the public core-chain. This will allow us to prove the common prefix property. Our core-chain
protocol will be executed in a setting that the adversary can delay the messages from honest
players up to certain say ∆, number of rounds. The honest players may be misled to work on a
wrong core-chain during the delayed rounds. As a result, the effort from the honest players is
wasted during these delayed rounds. Our analysis will also take care of the network delay.
Here we assume all players have their stakes registered without being aware of the state of
the protocol execution. In Section 5, we will discuss how to eliminate this assumption, and show
how to improve the core-chain protocol so that it can be executed in a more realistic setting.
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Chain growth. In order to calculate the chain growth rate, we consider the worst case for the
honest players. The best strategy for the malicious players is to delay all of the messages from
the honest players to discount the stakes of honest players. We use α to denote the discounted
α0
. (The calculation
number of block-cores that honest players can generate. We have α = 1+∆α
0
steps can be found in Section 3.3.3.) We use a hybrid execution to formalize the worst delay
setting in the formal proof. In the hybrid execution, the malicious players contribute nothing
to the chain growth and delay all honest messages to decrease the chain growth rate. In the
real execution, the probability that an honest player is chosen will not be lower than that in the
hybrid execution. The message from malicious players will not decrease the chain growth that
contributed by honest players. Therefore, the chain growth rate is not worse than that in the
hybrid execution.
Lemma 3.2 (Chain growth). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore , an honest PoS-player P0 with best
local core-chain C 0 in round r0 , and an
honest PoS-player P00 with
best local core-chain C 00 in round


r00 , where r00 > r0 . Then we have Pr len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ) ≥ g · t ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t) , where t = r00 − r0 ,
g = (1 − δ)α, and δ > 0.
Chain quality. In order to reduce the core-chain quality, the best strategy for malicious parties
is to generate as many block-cores as they can. When the honest players generate and broadcast
a new block-core, they will try to send out another one to compete with the honest one. We focus
on the worst case that the malicious players win all of the competition. During any t consecutive
rounds, the core-chain growth rate is αt on average. The malicious players will contribute βt
block-cores. The core-chain quality will remain at least 1 − αβ .
Lemma 3.3 (Chain quality). Consider α = λβ, λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider core-chain protocol
Πcore , and an honest PoS-player with core-chain C. Consider that ` consecutive
of C, where
h block-cores
i
`good
`good block-cores are generated by honest PoS-players. Then we have Pr ` ≥ µ ≥ 1 − e−Ω(`) ,
where µ = 1 − (1 + δ) λ1 .
Common prefix. We assume α + β  1. This guarantees that the honest players will work
on the same best core-chain in most rounds. We also assume the majority of PoS-players are
honest. Together, we have that the public best chain is longer than any other core-chains after a
sufficient long period. All of the honest players will converge on the best public chain with high
probability except the last several block-cores.
Lemma 3.4 (Common prefix). Consider α = λβ, λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider core-chain protocol
Πcore . and two honest PoS-players, P in round r and P0 in round r0 , with the local best core-chains C,
C 0 , respectively, where r0 ≥ r. Then we have Pr [C[1, `]  C 0 ] ≥ 1−e−Ω(κ) , where ` = len(C)−Θ(κ).
Chain soundness. For a new player, he will take the longest core-chain he received. As we
discussed above, the honest players can generate the longest chain except the latest several blockcores. This means the new player can choose the best core-chain as the existing players in the
protocol.
Lemma 3.5 (Chain soundness). Consider for every round, α = λβ, λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider
core-chain protocol Πcore . Consider two honest PoS-players, P0 and P00 in round r, with the local best
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core-chains C 0 and C 00 , respectively, where P0 is a new player and P00 is an existing player in round
r. Then we have C 0 [¬κ]  C 00 and C 00 [¬κ]  C 0 .
3.3.2

Basic terms

Before giving the details of the security analysis, we introduce some terms.
Definition 3.6 (Honest successful round). We say a round r is an honest successful round, if in
round r, at least one honest PoS-playerare allowed to extend the core-chain.
Let pgood be the probability that a round is honest successful round. We have pgood = 1 − (1 −
(1−ρ)n
p)
. In the case that np  1, we have X ≈ p(1 − ρ)n. That is pgood ≈ α0 . In the following
sections, we assume the probability that a round is honest successful round is α0 directly.
Definition 3.7 (Best public chain). Consider round r. We say a chain C is a public chain in round
r if such C is known by all honest players in round r. We say chain C is the best public chain in
round r if it is the longest public chain in round r.
3.3.3

Analysis with bounded delay

We assume that the malicious parties can delay messages up to ∆ number of rounds. (This is
guaranteed by FNET .) When an honest PoS-player is qualified to generate a new PoS block-core,
he will broadcast it to the system and expect all parties to receive it. The honest players may not
obtain the best PoS core-chain and thus work on a different PoS core-chain. If an honest players
produce a new PoS block-core during the delay time and later receive a better PoS block-core, the
PoS block-core will be useless and his effort during these time slots is wasted. In this subsection,
we provide a formal analysis for our core-chain protocol in the presence of the network delay.
Hybrid expriment To analyze the best strategy of the adversary, and the worst scenario that
may happen to the honest players, we consider the following notations.
Let REAL(ω) = EXECΠcore ,A,Z (ω) denote the typical execution of Πcore where
ω is the randomness in the execution,
Messages of honest players may be delayed by FNET in at most ∆ rounds.
Let HYBr (ω) = EXECrΠcore ,A,Z (ω) denote the hybrid execution as in real execution except that
after round r, HYBr (ω) has the following modifications from REAL(ω):
The randomness is fixed to ω as in HYBr (ω),
FNET delays all messages generated by honest PoS-players to exact ∆ rounds,
Remove all new messages sent by the adversary to honest players, and delay currently undelivered messages from corrupted parties to the maximum of ∆ rounds,
Whenever some message is being delayed, no honest PoS-players query the functionality
FrCERT until the message is delivered.
In REAL(ω), the number of honest successful rounds is not less than in the HYBr (ω). The following lemma shows that the real execution is not worse than hybrid execution. In order to
distinguish core-chain in HYBr (ω) with in REAL(ω) executions, we use Chybrid to denote it.
Claim 3.8. For all ω, r, t > 0, given two executions REAL(ω) and HYBr (ω). Let r0 = r + t. For any
honest PoS-player P at round r0 , let C 0 denote the PoS core-chain of P at round r0 in the execution
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0
REAL(ω) and Chybrid
denote the PoS core-chain of P at round r0 in the HYBr (ω). We then have
0
len(C 0 ) ≥ len(Chybrid
).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. We consider the initial state before round r. From
the definition of hybrid experiment, all players have same VIEW at round r. We have len(C) ≥
len(Chybrid ). We suppose it holds for all players before round s − 1. The only case that len(C s ) <
s
s
at round s in HYBr (ω).
) is the player P received a new core-chain to extend Chybrid
len(Chybrid
According to the definition of hybrid experiment, this extended PoS block-core must be generated
s−∆
s
at round s − ∆ by an honest player P∗ , that makes len(Chybrid
) = len(Chybrid
) + 1. At the same
time, the player P∗ must succeed to extend PoS block-core at round s − ∆ in REAL(ω). This
extension will make C∗s−∆ increase by one block. For player P∗ is honest, P must have received
the extension at (or before) round r0 . Putting them together, we have len(C 0 ) ≥ len(C 0∆ ).
Analysis in the worst delay setting As mentioned earlier, the malicious players can delay
the messages for at most ∆ rounds. As a consequence, some efforts from honest players may be
wasted. Below we develop a lemma for the “discount” version of honest players’ efforts in the
execution of HYBr (ω).
Claim 3.9. Consider HYBr (ω) where the adversary is allowed to delay messages for at most ∆
rounds. Let α0 > 0 be the expected number of honest stakeholders that are chosen in a round. Let
α be the actual probability that a round s > r is an honest successful round. Then we have that
α0
.
α = 1+∆α
0
Proof. In HYBr (ω), if round r0 , where r0 > r, is an honest successful round, then no PoS-players
will query functionality FrCERT in the next ∆ rounds. Now, assume in HYBr (ω), there are c
number of honest successful rounds, from round r to round (r + t), where t > 0. We then have
the number of actual working rounds for honest stakeholders will remain t − ∆c. For each round,
the probability that it is an honest successful round is α0 . We have α0 (t − ∆c) = c. This implies
α0
α0 t
. We then have α = 1+∆α
.
that c = 1+∆α
0
0
Let VIEWr denote the VIEW at round r in REAL(ω) where r > 0. Let len(VIEWr ) denote the
length of the best public PoS core-chain in VIEWr . The following lemma demonstrates that each
successful round would contribute one PoS block-core to the best public PoS core-chain after ∆
rounds in an execution of HYBr (ω).
Claim 3.10. Consider HYBr (ω). For any honest successful round s, where s > r, it holds that
len(VIEWs+∆ ) − len(VIEWs ) ≥ 1.
Proof. By Definition 3.6, there is at least one honest PoS-player producing a PoS block-core at
s
round s. Let Chybrid
be the PoS core-chain that is extended by the PoS-player at round s. We have
s
len(Chybrid ) ≥ len(VIEWs ). At the end of round s the honest player will broadcast the extended
s
chain with length len(Chybrid
) + 1. At the end of round s + ∆, all honest players will receive
s+∆
s
the extended core-chain, we have len(VIEWs+∆ ) ≥ len(Chybrid
) = len(Chybrid
) + 1. Putting them
s+∆
s
together, we have len(VIEW
) − len(VIEW ) ≥ 1.
Corollary 3.11. Consider HYBr (ω). Assume there are h number of honest successful rounds from
round r to round r + t where t > 0. Then it holds that len(VIEWr+t+∆ ) − len(VIEWr ) ≥ h.
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Proof. Let rk be the kth honest successful round where r < roundk < r + t and 1 ≤ k ≤ h. From
Claim 3.10, wePhave len(VIEWroundk +∆ ) − len(VIEWroundk ) ≥ 1. Then we have len(VIEWr+t ) −
len(VIEWr ) ≥ hi=1 (len(VIEWroundk +∆ ) − len(VIEWroundk )) ≥ h.
If we consider a long time running, we have t  ∆. In this case we can ignore ∆ rounds
difference, that is len(VIEWr+t ) − len(VIEWr ) ≥ h.
3.3.4

Achieving chain growth property

We here demonstrate that our core-chain protocol satisfies the growth property (Definition 2.3).
The concrete statement to be proved can be found in Lemma 3.2. We next first develop some
useful lemmas.
Claim 3.12. Consider HYBr (ω), and δ > 0. Let X be the number of honest successful rounds from
round r to round r + t, where t > 0. Then we have Pr[X > (1 − δ)αt] > 1 − e−Ω(t) .
Proof. Based on Claim 3.9, we have that, on average, there are αt number of honest successful
2
rounds in any t consecutive rounds. By Chernoff bound, we have Pr[X ≤ (1 − δ)αt] ≤ e−δ αt/2 .
2
Thus, we have Pr[X > (1 − δ)αt] > 1 − e−δ αt/2 = 1 − e−Ω(t) .
Claim 3.13. Consider HYBr (ω) and δ > 0. Consider an honest PoS-playerP with the best PoS core0
chain Chybrid in round r, and an honest PoS-playerP0 with the best PoS core-chain Chybrid
in round
0
0
r , respectively, where r − r  ∆. Then we have


0
Pr len(Chybrid
) − len(Chybrid ) ≥ g · t ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t)
where t = r0 − r and g = (1 − δ)α.
Proof. First, we note that Chybrid will be received by all honest players no later than round r + ∆
because player P is honest. We have len(Chybrid ) ≤ len(VIEWr+∆ ). Now we consider the chain
growth from round r + ∆ to round r0 . For t  ∆, we have t ≈ t − ∆ for simplicity. From
Claim 3.12, in any t consecutive rounds the number of honest successful round is more than
(1 − δ)αt with the probability at least 1 − e−Ω(t) . Together with Claim 3.10 and Corollary 3.11,
0
0
we have len(VIEWr ) − len(VIEWr+∆ ) ≥ (1 − δ)αt. Chain Chybrid
is an valid PoS core-chain
0
0
0
0
accepted by an honest PoS-playerP at round r . We have len(Chybrid ) ≥ len(VIEWr ). Putting
0
0
these together, we get len(Chybrid
) − len(Chybrid ) ≥ len(VIEWr ) − len(VIEWr+∆ ) ≥ (1 − δ)αt with
probability at least 1 − e−Ω(t) . The corresponding growth rate is g = (1 − δ)α.
Reminder of Lemma 3.2. Consider core-chain protocol Πcore , an honest PoS-player P0 with best
local core-chain C 0 in round r0 , and an
PoS-player P00 with
core-chain C 00 in round
 honest
 best local
00
00
0
00
0
−Ω(t)
r , where r > r . Then we have Pr len(C ) − len(C ) ≥ g · t ≥ 1 − e
, where t = r00 − r0 ,
g = (1 − δ)α, and δ > 0.
0
00
Proof. In order to distinguish the notation clearly, we use Chybrid
and Chybrid
to denote the PoS
0
00
core-chains of the best core-chains of P at round r and r in the execution of HYBr (ω). From
00)
0)
Claim 3.13, we have Pr[len(Chybrid ≥ len(Chybrid + g · t] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t) where t = r00 − r0 , in
HYBr (ω). We now turn to the core-chain growth property in EXECΠcore ,A,Z . From the definition
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of hybrid execution, we know that all honest players have same initial status at round r0 . We
0
00
have len(C 0 ) = len(Chybrid
). By Claim 3.8, we have len(C 00 ) ≥ len(Chybrid
). It follows that,
0
00
) + g · t] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t)
) ≥ len(Chybrid
Pr[len(C 00 ) ≥ len(C 0 ) + g · t] ≥ Pr[len(Chybrid

where g = (1 − δ)α. This completes the proof.
3.3.5

Achieving chain quality property

The chain-quality property (Definition 2.5) ensures that the rate of honest input contributions in
a continuous part of an honest party’s core-chain has a lower bound. We then find the lower
bound of the number of PoS block-cores produced by the honest players. We further show that
the number of block-cores produced by the adversarial miners is bounded by the number of their
stakes. Finally, we demonstrate that the ratio of honest PoS block-cores in an honest player’s PoS
core-chain is under a suitable lower bound in a sufficient number of rounds with an overwhelming
probability. First, we will build the relationship between length of a core-chain and the number
of rounds.
Claim 3.14. Consider REAL(ω), and δ > 0. Let Z be the number of rounds in which ` consecutive
1
.
block-cores are generated. Then we have Pr[Z > (1 − δ)c`] > 1 − e−Ω(`) where c = α+β
Proof. All players can extend α + β number of PoS block-cores in a round on average. In order to
`
1
generate ` block-cores, it will consume α+β
rounds on average. Let c = α+β
, and Z be the number
of rounds which generate the ` consecutive PoS block-cores. For any δ > 0, by using Chernoff
2
2
bounds, we have Pr[Z ≤ (1 − δ)c`] ≤ e−δ c`/3 . That is, Pr[Z > (1 − δ)c`] > 1 − e−δ c`/3 =
1 − e−Ω(`) . This completes the proof.
Now we consider the contribution from honest players in any consecutive block-cores. If the
adversarial players want to contribute more PoS block-cores on the core-chain, they will try to
generate more PoS block-cores and beat the PoS block-cores from honest players in the competition. Thus, the worst case is the adversarial players make use of all the stakes to generate PoS
block-cores and win all of the competition. First, we will prove the core-chain quality property
in any t consecutive rounds.
Claim 3.15. Consider REAL(ω), and an honest PoS-playerP with PoS core-chain C. Consider `
consecutive PoS block-cores of C that are generated from round r to round r + t. Assume α = λβ
where λ > 1. Then we have Pr[µ ≥ 1 − (1 + δ) λ1 ] > 1 − e−Ω(t) for any δ > 0, where µ is the ratio
of honest block-cores of the PoS core-chain C.
Proof. Consider the ` consecutive PoS block-cores of C that are generated from round r to round
r + t. From Lemma 3.2, we have Pr[` ≥ (1 − δ ∗ )α · t] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t) for any δ ∗ > 0. Let Y be the
number of valid malicious PoS block-cores which are actually generated in t rounds to extend a
core-chain. By Chernoff bound, we have
Pr[Y < (1 + δ 0 )β · t] > 1 − e−Ω(t)
We then have


`−Y
Pr µ ≥
`
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> 1 − e−Ω(t)

That is, By picking δ ∗ and δ 0 sufficiently small, we have


1
Pr µ ≥ 1 − (1 + δ)
> 1 − e−Ω(t)
λ
for any δ > 0. This completes the proof.
Now we are ready to prove the core-chain quality property for consecutive block-cores on a
core-chain.
Reminder of Lemma 3.3. Consider α = λβ, λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider core-chain protocol
Πcore , and an honest PoS-player with core-chain C. Consider that ` consecutive
of C, where
i
h block-cores
`good
`good block-cores are generated by honest PoS-players. Then we have Pr ` ≥ µ ≥ 1 − e−Ω(`) ,
where µ = 1 − (1 + δ) λ1 .
Proof. Let t be the rounds that the ` block-cores are generated. From Claim 3.14, we have Pr[t >
(1 − δ)c`] > 1 − e−Ω(`) . From Claim 3.15, the ratio of honest PoS block-cores in t consecutive
rounds with ` PoS block-cores is µ ≥ 1 − (1 + δ) λ1 with probability at least 1 − e−Ω(t) . Putting
them together, the probability is at least 1 − e−Ω(`) . This completes the proof.
3.3.6

Achieving common prefix property

We now turn to proving the common prefix property (Definition 2.4) for the core-chain protocol
Πcore . The concrete statement can be found in Lemma 3.4. Before providing our formal proof, we
here give some informal proof ideas. First, from the assumption, we know that if the malicious
parties do not get any help from the honest parties, then they cannot produce more PoS blockcores than the honest parties do. That means if the malicious parties maintain a hidden, forked
core-chain, and try to extend it by themselves, then the hidden core-chain will be shorter than
the public core-chain. As the assumption α + β  1, in most rounds there is no new block being
generated. This means the honest players will have same view in most rounds. All of the honest
will be used to extend the same chain. This will guarantee that the best public chain will dominate
the system. All of the honest players will accept the best public chain.
Recall the definition of best public PoS core-chain C: a) C has been received by all of the
honest players which means public. b) C is the best one among all of the public core-chains. This
implies each honest player will not take any core-chain worse than best public core-chain in any
round . Before our proof, we need to define the divergent length of two different chains.
Definition 3.16 (Divergent length). Given two different core-chain C 0 and C 00 . Let B be the last
common block on C 0 and C 00 . Let `0 be the length from B to the end of C 0 and `00 be the length from
B to the end of C 00 . The divergent length of C 0 and C 00 is ` = max{`0 , `00 }.
Claim 3.17. Let α = λβ , λ > 1 and (α + β)∆  1, exists δ > 0. Consider REAL(ω). Let C be the
best public core-chain in round r. Let C 0 be another valid core-chain which is different with C. Let `
be the divergent length of C and C 0 . We have Pr[len(C) − len(C 0 ) > (1 − δ)`] > 1 − e−Ω(`) .
Proof. Suppose the last common block-core of C and C 0 is generated in round s = r − t. From
`
with probability no less than 1 − e−Ω(`) . Let X = len(C) −
Claim 3.14, we have t > (1 − δ) α+β
len(C s ) be the length growth of best public core-chain in the t rounds, with Lemma 3.2, we have
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X > (1 − δ)αt with probability no less than 1 − e−Ω(t) During the t rounds, all the players will
generate (α + β)t block-cores which are longer than core-chain C s on average. With the network
delay, this will confuse the honest players (α+β)∆t rounds on average. That is the honest players
may contribute to other core-chain during the confusing rounds. Let Y be the block-cores that
the honest players contribute during the confusing rounds. We have Y = (α+β)∆tα on average.
For (α + β)∆  1, we have Y  X. Let Z be the number of block-cores that malicious players
can extend for a core-chain during the t rounds. We have Z = βt on average. With Chernoff
bounds, we have Z < (1 + δ)βt with probability no less than 1 − e−Ω(t) . Putting these together,
λ−1
`] > 1 − e−Ω(t) = 1 − e−Ω(`) . For λ > 1, we have
we have Pr[X − (Y + Z) > (1 − δ) λ+1
Pr[len(C) − len(C 0 ) > (1 − δ)`] = Pr[X − (Y + Z) > (1 − δ)`] > 1 − e−Ω(`) . This completes the
proof.
Claim 3.18. Let α = λβ , λ > 1 and (α + β)∆  1. Consider δ > 0. Consider REAL(ω). Let C
be the best public core-chain in round r. Let C 0 be another valid core-chain which is different with
C. Let ` be the divergent length of C and C 0 . Consider a round r0 = r + t where t > 0, let X be the
probability that C 0 be a prefix of a chain in round r0 which is no worst than the best public core-chain.
We have Pr[X] < e−Ω(`) .
Proof. From Claim 3.17, we have Pr[len(C) − len(C 0 ) > (1 − δ)`] > 1 − e−Ω(`) . For C 0 is worse
than the best public core-chain from round r, the honest players will not extend it. In t rounds
the malicious players can extend βt block-cores on average. Meanwhile, in the t rounds, the best
public core-chain will increase αt block-cores on average. We have Pr[(β − α)t > 0] < e−Ω(t) . In
order to fix the distance of ` block-cores, the malicious players will use β` rounds with probability
no less than 1 − e−Ω(`) rounds. At the same time the best public core-chain will increase more
than ` block-cores with probability no less than 1 − e−Ω(`) . We have that the core-chain C 0 will
exceed the best public core-chain in length with probability no more than e−Ω(`) .
We are now ready to prove the main theorem which asserts that our protocol achieves the
common-prefix property with an overwhelming probability in the security parameter κ. The
theorem is formally given as follows.
Reminder of Lemma 3.4. Consider α = λβ, λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider core-chain protocol
Πcore . and two honest PoS-players, P in round r and P0 in round r0 , with the local best core-chains C,
C 0 , respectively, where r0 ≥ r. Then we have Pr [C[1, `]  C 0 ] ≥ 1−e−Ω(κ) , where ` = len(C)−Θ(κ).
r
Proof. Let Cpublic
be the best public core-chain in round r. For C is accepted by a player it is must
r
r
be better than Cpublic . Let ` be the divergent length of C and Cpublic
, from Claim 3.17 we have
r
` < κ. Otherwise, C is better than Cpublic with negligible probability. In round r0 , C 0 is accepted by
a honest player. It must be no worse than best public core-chain. We use C 0r to denote the prefix
r
of core-chain in round r. Let ` be the divergent length of Cpublic
and C 0r . From Claim 3.18, we have
0
` < κ. Otherwise, C is better than public core-chain in round r0 with a low probability. Putting
r
these together, we have that both C and C 0r are divergent with Cpublic
less than κ block-cores.
0r
That is C and C are divergent less than κ block-cores. This completes the proof.
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3.3.7

Achieving chain soundness property

We now turn to proving the chain soundness property for the core-chain protocol Πcore . The
concrete statement can be found in Lemma 3.5, and will be restated below. Before providing the
formal proof, we here give some informal proof ideas. As in PoW-based blockchain protocols, in
our Πcore , all players follow the longest chain. That is, the longest chain is the best chain. The
malicious players cannot create a chain which grows faster than the best public chain. Therefore,
the malicious players cannot mislead new players by providing them a longer chain.
Reminder of Lemma 3.5. Consider for every round, α = λβ, λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider
core-chain protocol Πcore . Consider two honest PoS-players, P0 and P00 in round r, with the local best
core-chains C 0 and C 00 , respectively, where P0 is a new player and P00 is an existing player in round
r. Then we have C 0 [¬κ]  C 00 and C 00 [¬κ]  C 0 .
Proof. Let C be the best public chain in round r. This implies that both P0 and P00 have already
received the public best C. Let `0 be the divergent length of C 0 and C. From Claim 3.17, we have
0
Pr[len(C) − len(C 0 ) ≥ (1 − δ)`0 ] > 1 − e−Ω(` ) . If C 0 [¬κ]  C, we have len(C) > len(C 0 )
with probability no less than 1 − e−Ω(κ) . This contradicts the fact that Pi already took C 0 as
the best chain. Therefore, we have C 0 [¬κ]  C. Similarly, we can have C 00 [¬κ]  C. Note that
len(C 0 ) ≥ len(C), this means that the divergent length of C is shorter than C 0 . We now have
C[¬κ]  C 0 . Similarly, we can have C[¬κ]  C 00 . Putting these together, we obtain C 0 [¬κ] 
C 00 and C 00 [¬κ]  C 0 which completes the proof.

4

Securing the core-chain against a greedy adversary

In Section 3, for the simplicity of presentation, we consider the setting that all players follow the
basic strategy to extend the core-chain. That is, each player will make attempts to extend the
single best chain in his/her local view. However, in the proof-of-stake setting, it is “very cheap”
to extend chains; a proof-of-stake player may take a greedy strategy to extend the core-chains:
he/she will make attempts to extend a set of chains in his/her local view, and expects to obtain
additional advantage for extending the best chain.
In this section, we will formally study greedy strategies. We will first define the greedy strategies in Subsection 4.1, and then present a modified core-chain protocol in Subsection 4.2; after
that, we will analyze the security of our modified protocol in Subsection 4.3.

4.1

Greedy strategies

We now define greedy strategies for a player. Consider a blockchain protocol execution. There
are multiple chains in a player’s local view; without loss of generality, these chains can be viewed
as a tree: the root of the tree is the genesis block, and each path from the root is a chain. The tree
will “grow” round after round: the length of each existing chain may increase, and new chains
will be created. Let ` be the length of the longest chain at round r. A g-greedy player will attempt
to extend a set of chains in which all chains have the length at least (` − g), where 0 ≤ g ≤ `.
More formally, we have the following definition.
Let ` be the length of the longest chain at round r. Consider greedy parameter g where
0 ≤ g ≤ `. We say the player is g-greedy if, for all round r, the player makes attempts to extend
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a set of chains in which all chains have the length at least (` − g). Note that, when g = 0, the
g-greedy is essentially the basic strategy that we considered in Πcore . When g = `, we say the
protocol player is fully-greedy.
Definition 4.1 (g-greedy strategy). Consider a blockchain protocol execution. Let P be a player of
the protocol execution, and T be a tree which consists of chains with the same genesis block, in P’s
local view. Let ` be the length of the longest chain at round r. We say the player is g-greedy if, for
all r, the player makes attempts to extend all chains with length at least (` − g), where 0 ≤ g ≤ `.
If g = `, we say the player follows the fully-greedy strategy; if g = 0, we say the player follows
the basic (greedy) strategy.
Different greedy strategies are illustrated in Figures 5, 6 and 7. The players with different
strategies will try to extend the blocks in the different red rectangles. In Figure 5, the players
follow the basic strategy (0-greedy strategy), i.e., the players only make attempts to extend the
longest chain. In Figure 6, players follow the 1-greedy strategy; that is, the players attempt to
extend the longest chain as well as the chains with only one block behind. In Figure 7, the players
follow the full-greedy strategy; the players make attempts to extend all chains.

Figure 5: Basic strategy (i.e., 0greedy strategy)

Figure 6: 1-greedy strategy

Figure 7: Fully-greedy strategy

As we mentioned before, when a player follows a greedy strategy, he may extend the chains
faster. Next, we introduce amplification ratio.
Definition 4.2 (Amplification ratio). Consider a PoS blockchain protocol. Let N0 be the number
of blocks that a group of players P contribute to extend a blockchain in a fixed number of rounds if
they follow the 0-greedy strategy on average. Let Ng be the number of blocks that the same group
of players P contribute to extend a blockchain in the same time period if they follow the g-greedy
N
strategy on average. We define the amplification ratio for following the g-greedy strategy as Ag = N0g
Jumping ahead, in next sections, we will show that the amplification ratio for following the
fully-greedy strategy is Afully = 2.718, and the amplification ratio for following the 2-greedy
strategy is A2 = 2.1. In addition, by definition, A0 = 1.

4.2

The modified core-chain protocol Πcore?

Next, we modify the core-chain protocol Πcore in Section 3 into a new core-chain protocol Πcore?
where players follow the g-greedy strategy. Details can be found in Figure 8.
We note that, the subroutine BestCore has also been modified into subroutine BestCore? ; now
the modified subroutine BestCore? , instead of returning the single longest chain, will output a set
of chains including the longest chain, and several chains that are slightly (i.e., g blocks) shorter
than the longest chain. Intuitively, the bigger the greedy parameter g is, the better the chance
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Protocol Πcore?
Initially, a set P0 of players are registered to the functionality FrCERT , where P0 ⊆ P.
Initially, for each P ∈ P, set C := ∅, and state := ∅.
Upon receiving message (Input-Stake, P) from the environment Z at round round, the PoS-player P ∈
P, with local state state, proceeds as follows.
1. Select the best local PoS core-chain:
Let C be the set of core-chains collected from FNET .
Compute Cbest := BestCore? (C ∪ {C}, round).
For each C ∈ Cbest , and ` := len(C): (BestCore? will return a best chain set and the players will
try to extend all)
2. Attempt to extend PoS core-chain:
prev

Parse C[`] as hhh`

, round` , P` , σ` i, h` i.

Stake election:
Send (Elect, P, hh` , roundi) to functionality FrCERT ,
and receive (Elected, P, h`+1 , σ, b) from FrCERT .
If b = 1, generate a new block-core:
Set the new block-core B := hhh` , round, P, σi, h`+1 i,
and set C := CkB , and state := state ∪ {C},
and then send (Broadcast, C) to FNET .
Return (Return-Stake, P) to the environment Z.

Figure 8: Our proof-of-stake core-chain protocol Πcore? in the {FrCERT , FNET }-hybrid model. (See
Figure 9 for the subroutine BestCore? .)

that the player extend the set of chains. However, the (computation and storage) complexity of
the protocol is proportional to the greedy parameter g. In practice, we can choose g = 2 (and the
size of set Cbest is 10 on average).

4.3

Security analysis

In previous section, the security properties of protocol Πcore have be proven under the assumption
of honest majority of stakes based on α and β. Now, we can prove the security properties of the
modified core-chain protocol Πcore? but under the assumption of honest majority of effective stakes
based on α? and β ? . Here α? = 2.1α and β ? = 2.718β. We note that here α?  1 and β ?  1
(since α  1 and β  1).
Theorem 4.3 (Theorem 1.3, restated). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore? where honest players
follow the 2-greedy strategy while adversarial players follow the fully-greedy strategy; in addition,
all players have their stake registered without being aware of the state of the protocol execution. If
α? = λβ ? , λ > 1, then the protocol Πcore? can achieve chain growth, chain quality, common prefix
and chain soundness properties.
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Subroutine BestCore?
The subroutine BestCore? is allowed to access to the functionality FrCERT , and with input
(C0 , round0 ).
For every chain C ∈ C0 , and proceed as follows.
1. Set ` := len(C).
2. For i from ` down to 1, verify block-core C[i], as follows.
prev

• Parse C[i] into hhhi , roundi , Pi , σi i, hi i.
prev
Parse C[i − 1] into hhhi−1 , roundi−1 , Pi−1 , σi−1 i, hi−1 i.
• If roundi < round0 and roundi−1 < roundi , then execute:
If hi 6= hi−1 , then remove this core-chain C from C0 .
prev
Else send (Core-Verify, Pi , hhi , roundi i, σi , hi ) to FrCERT .
prev
Upon receiving message (Core-Verified, Pi , hhi , roundi i, σi , hi , fi ) from
FrCERT , if fi = 0 remove this core-chain C from C0 .
prev

Otherwise, remove the core-chain C from C0 .
Let Cbest be the longest core-chain in C0 and ` := len(Cbest ). Set Cbest = ∅.
For any chain C ∈ C0 and len(C) ≥ ` − g, Cbest = Cbest ∪ {C}. (g is a small constant, g = 2 typically.)

Then return Cbest as the output.

Figure 9: The core-chain set validation subroutine BestCore? .
4.3.1

Important lemmas, and effective stakes α? and β ?

We now show a very interesting lemma (i.e., Lemma 4.4) that the amplification ratio for following
the fully-greedy strategy is bounded by a factor e (the base of natural logarithm). Intuitively,
if protocol players follow the fully-greedy strategy and extend all chains, one of the relatively
shorter chains will become the longest chain with certain probability; that means, the longest
chain will be extended faster. However, we note that, the shorter the chain is, the probability of
being extended into the longest chain is lower; collectively, the longest chain will strictly increase
but will be bounded by a constant factor.
Lemma 4.4. Consider core-chain protocol Πcore? . Assume that malicious players can generate a
new block with probability β in a round. Assume that the malicious players follow the fully-greedy
strategy to extend a core-chain C 0 at round r0 into C 00 at round r00 , where r00 > r0 . Then we have


Pr len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ) < eβ · t ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t)
where t = r00 − r0 and e is the base of natural logarithm.
Proof. Let f (t, l) be the number of chains with length l + len(C 0 ) at round t + r0 , where 0 ≤ t ≤
r00 − r0 . The initial conditions are as follows:
• f (t, 0) := 1 for all t ≥ 0;
it means that, at t ≥ 0, there is only 1 chain (i.e. C 0 ) which is 0 block longer than C 0 ;
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• f (0, l) := 0 for all l > 0;
it means that, at t = 0, there is no chain which is l blocks longer than C 0 ;
We first discuss the average case. Recall that malicious players can generate a new block with
probability β in a round. We have
f (t, l) := f (t − 1, l) + f (t − 1, l − 1)β
on average. Note that, if we view β as a variable, the coefficients of f (t, l) can be viewed as a
polynomial, and they will follow the Pascal’s Triangle. That is, we have

t l
f (t, l) =
β
l
We now develop a simplified form of f (t, l). We note that, in a round there is at most one
block that can be extended from an existing block on average. Let k be the number of rounds for
generating one block on average, and we have k > 1, and t = kl. Now we have:
f (t, l) =

t!
βl
(l!)(t − l)!

√
2πttt
p
· βl
≈ √
( 2πlll ) · ( 2π(t − l)(t − l)t−l )
√
2πkl(kl)kl
p
= √
· βl
l
kl−l
( 2πll ) · ( 2π(kl − l)(kl − l) )
s
(kl)kl
kl
· l
· βl
=
2πl(kl − l) l (kl − l)kl−l
s
l

k
kk
=
·β
2π(k − 1)l (k − 1)k−1
The second approximate equality above is based on Stirling’s approximation.
k
Note that, g(k) = 1 + k1 is a monotone increasing function and limk→∞ g(k) = e. We now
k−1
k
< e. That is :
have k−1
s
k
f (t, l) <
(keβ)l
(1)
2π(k − 1)l
We note that the chains will always increase, and we will have at least
q one chain with length
k
l + len(C 0 ); that means, we have f (t, l) ≥ 1. From Equation 1, we have 2π(k−1)l
(keβ)l ≥ 1; we
can then obtain keβ > 1. Otherwise, f (t, l)  1 for large enough l. Recall that t = kl; we now
have l < eβ · t.
case discussion. With Chernoff bound, forany δ > 0, we have
Next, we turn to the worst
Ω(t)
Pr l > (1 + δ)eβ · t ≤ −e . Here l = len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ). We have Pr len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ) <
eβ · t ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t) This concludes the proof.
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Defining β ? . We use β ? to denote the equivalent expected number of blocks that malicious
players can extend a chain in a round. From Lemma 4.4, we have β ? = eβ. That is, the amplification ratio of malicious players is bounded by e, the base of natural logarithm .
Next, we will show that, when honest players follow the g-greedy strategy and malicious
players follow the fully-greedy strategy, the number of blocks that malicious players contribute
in a chain is also bounded.
Lemma 4.5. Consider core-chain protocol Πcore? in the presence of a fully-greedy adversary. Consider a core-chain C 0 in round r0 ; this core-chain is extended to chain C 00 in round r00 , where r00 > r0 .
Let t = r00 − r0 . Let X be the number of blocks that are generated by malicious players during the t
rounds. Then for any δ > 0, we have Pr[X < (1 + δ)β ? t] > 1 − e−Ω(t) .
Proof sketch. First, consider the case that all the honest players follow the fully-greedy strategy.
From Lemma 4.4, we have len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ) < (1 + δ)e(α + β)t with overwhelming probability.
Furthermore, the honest players, playing the same strategy as that by malicious players, will
α
(len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ))(1 − δ) blocks with overwhelming probability. We
contribute more than α+β
use Y to denote the number of blocks that are contributed by malicious players. We have Y <
(1 + δ)eβt blocks with overwhelming probability.
Second, consider the case that the honest players follow the g-greedy strategy where g is a
small constant such as 2. In this case the chain will grow slower than that in the previous case,
on average. As a result, in any round, the malicious players will have less opportunity to extend
the chain than that in the previous case. Therefore, we have X < Y . Putting these together, we
have Pr[X < (1 + δ)β ? t] > 1 − e−Ω(t) .
Defining α? . We next show another lemma stating that, honest players, by following the 2greedy strategy, can obtain extra advantage for extending the public chain.
Lemma 4.6. Consider core-chain protocol Πcore? where greedy parameter is g = 2. Assume malicious players do not help honest players to extend any chain. Let t be the number of rounds for
1
on average.
extending the longest chain with one new block. Then we have t ≈ 2.1α
Proof. Assume that the length of the longest chain at round r is l, and the length of the longest
chain at round r0 is l + 1. That is t = r0 − r. We further assume, in round r, the number of chains
with length l − 1 is x, and the number of chains with length l − 2 is y . (We also assume only one
chain, i.e., the longest chain, is with length l.)
For simplicity, we assume the chain will grow with a steady rate and we here only investigate
the average case. In this case with the above assumption, in round r0 the length of the longest
chain will increase to l + 1, and the number of chains with length l will be x and the number of
chains with length l − 1 will be y.
Consider the longest chain ,with length l+1 in round r0 , it is extended by some players during
the t rounds from a chain with length l. At round r there is 1 chain with length l and at round
r0 there are x chains with length l. On average, we have 1+x
αt = 1. With similar arguments,
2
considering the chain with length l in round r0 , they are extended from a chain with length l. On
average, we have x+y
αt = x − 1. Finally, considering the chain with length l − 1 in round r0 ,
2
they are extended from a chain with length l. On average, we have yαt = y − x. Putting these
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together, we have:

1+x

 2 αt = 1
x+y
αt = x − 1
2


yαt = y − x
That is αt ≈ 0.48. We get t ≈

(2)

1
.
2.1α

This lemma shows that, if the honest players follow the 2-greedy strategy they will extend the
1
longest chain with 1 block in t ≈ 2.1α
rounds on average. If we use α? to denote the equivalent
expected number of blocks that the honest players will extend a chain in a round, we have α? =
2.1α. That is, the amplification ratio (of extending chains by honest players) is A2 = 2.1.
4.3.2

Security properties in the presence of a fully-greedy adversary

Based on the above discussions, we have α? = A2 α  1 and β ? = eβ  1, where A2 = 2.1.
Here we assume, α  1 and β  1. We have α?  1 and β ?  1. Then similarly, the security
properties will still hold if we change the previous assumption of honest majority of stakes based
on α and β, into the assumption of honest majority of effective stakes based on α? and β ? .
Chain growth. Honest players will extend blockchain faster if they follow, not the basic strategy, but the g-greedy strategy, where g > 0, and the chain growth rate will increase. From
Lemma 3.2, we have:
Corollary 4.7 (Chain growth). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore? in the presence of a fully-greedy
adversary. Consider an honest PoS-playerP0 with best local PoS core-chain C 0 in round r0 , and
an honest PoS-playerP00 withbest local core-chain C 00 in round r00 , where r00 > r0 . Then we have
Pr len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ) ≥ g · t ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t) where t = r00 − r0 , g = (1 − δ)α? , and δ > 0.
Chain quality. A g-greedy adversary can extend a chain faster than basic adversary, when
g > 0. Intuitively, this will reduce the chain quality. However, from Lemma 4.5, the number of
blocks from malicious players on any chain is bounded. If we assume the honest players extend
chains faster than the malicious players, the chain quality property will still hold as in Lemma 3.3.
Corollary 4.8 (Chain quality). Consider α? = λβ ? , λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider core-chain protocol
Πcore? with a greedy adversary. Consider an honest PoS-player with PoS core-chain C. Consider that
` consecutive
block-cores
of C, where `good block-cores are generated by honest PoS-players. Then we
i
h
have Pr

`good
`

≥ µ ≥ 1 − e−Ω(`) where µ = 1 − (1 + δ) λ1 .

Common prefix. We note that, if a fully-greedy adversary cannot extend chains faster than
the g-greedy honest players, he cannot generated a longer forked chain to violate the common
prefix property. From Lemma 3.4 we have:
Corollary 4.9 (Common prefix). Consider α? = λβ ? , λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider core-chain
protocol Πcore? with a fully-greedy adversary. Consider two honest PoS-players, P in round r and
P0 in round r0 , with the local best PoS core-chains C, C 0 , respectively, where r0 ≥ r. Then we have
Pr [C[1, `]  C 0 ] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(κ) where ` = len(C) − Θ(κ).
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Chain soundness. As in Lemma 3.5, the protocol can achieve chain soundness property. Otherwise the common prefix property will be violated.
Corollary 4.10 (Chain soundness). Assume for every round, α? = λβ ? , λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider
core-chain protocol Πcore? with a fully-greedy adversary. Consider two honest PoS-players, P0 and
P00 in round r, with the local best core-chains C 0 and C 00 , respectively, where P0 is a new player and
P00 is an existing player in round r. Then we have C 0 [¬κ]  C 00 and C 00 [¬κ]  C 0 .
4.3.3

Simulation of greedy strategy

In this section, through a simulation (in Python), we illustrate the amplification ratio when a
player follows the 2-greedy strategy, instead of following the basic strategy (i.e., 0-greedy strategy). The simulation result fits the theoretical calculation well; please see Table 1 for details. In
our simulation, we consider in the system, there are 10000 honest players, and the difficulty tar1
. In addition, we consider parameter α = 0.1, and the honest players follows the
get T = 100000
2-greedy strategy. We run the simulation for 1000 rounds as a test, and we collect the data from
5 tests and calculate the mean value.
Table 1: Simulation with the 2-greedy strategy
0-greedy
Theoretical Value
100
100.4
Simulated Mean Value

2-greedy
210
210.2

Amplification ratio
2.1
2.1

From above discussion, we have that the amplification ratio is 2.1 when players follow the
2-greedy strategy. Recall that, from previous section, we have that the amplification ratio is
e = 2.718 when players follow the fully-greedy strategy. In addition, by definition, the amplification ratio is 1 when players follow the basic strategy (0-greedy strategy). Now we can obtain the
following result (see Table 2): when honest players follow the 0-greedy (or, 0-greedy, 2-greedy,
respectively) strategy, and malicious players follow the 0-greedy (or, fully-greedy, fully-greedy,
respectively) strategy, to ensure the security of the core-chain protocol, 51% (or, 73%, 57%, respectively) majority of stakes must be honest.
Table 2: Honest majority for ensuring security

5

Honest Players

Malicious Players

0-greedy
0-greedy
2-greedy

0-greedy
fully-greedy
fully-greedy

Honest Majority
(ensuring security)
51%
73%
57%

Securing the core-chain against an adaptive adversary

In previous sections (Sections 3 and 4), we assume that all players must generate their key-pairs
(so that they can have their stakes registered), before they join and be aware of the state of
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the protocol execution. The process of extending the chains is based on the hash inequality
H(context, solution) < T. Note that, there players are not aware of context before generating
the keys; the unpredictability of H will ensure that all players have the same probability to find a
solution.
In this section, we consider the practical setting where players are allowed to have their stakes
registered during the protocol execution. The protocols in the previous sections will not work; the
adversary now knows the context, and he can play a “rejection re-sampling” strategy to generate their keys adaptively. More concretely, the adversary first runs key generation algorithm to
obtain a key-pair (pk, sk), and then check if the corresponding (pk, σ) is a valid solution; if not,
the adversary will repeat the process. By adopting this strategy, malicious players can increase
the probability that their stakes are chosen to extend the chain. To defend against this serious
rejection re-sampling attack, we will modify the protocol Πcore? . We will propose the strategy
that players are allowed to extend the chains only if they have had their stakes registered many
rounds earlier.

5.1

•
Setup functionality FrCERT

In our core-chain protocol design, we will use a modified setup functionality, resource certifica•
tion functionality FrCERT
(in Figure 10 ). Our idea is that we only allow players who registered
rounds earlier to be qualified to extend the chain. This will effectively discourage players to reg•
ister accounts adaptively to gain advantage. In order to achieve this, functionality FrCERT
must
keep track of the exact position/round when an account is registered.
Compared with the original FrCERT , the players in the set P are registered in a tree structure T .
The tree structure T is an abstraction of the real blockchains jointly from all real players. The root
of T is corresponding to the genesis block of the blockchain. A node on the tree is mapped from
•
a block on a blockchain. When a player generate a block successfully, FrCERT
will also generate
a corresponding node for the tree. A path of the tree from root to a node corresponds to a real
blockchain. The registration information of a valid player is confirmed by a block on a blockchain
which is a node on a branch of the tree. The system can keep track of the players registration
•
history with the help of the tree structure T . Furthermore, with the help of T , FrCERT
can get the
•
height of the block in which a player is registered; FrCERT can also check if the registration block
•
is an ancestor of the current block. Given a blockchain C in the protocol the functionality FrCERT
can identity the corresponding path on T .
•
As defined in FrCERT earlier, the modified functionality FrCERT
consists of three phases, “Stake
Resource Registration”, “Stake Election” and “Stake Verification”. At any time, a PoS-player P
•
can send a registration command (Stake-Register, P, C) to functionality FrCERT
for registration
where C is the specified blockchain that P to be registered. Please note that, P will be registered
in the new generated leaf node of C and will also be mapped on the tree T . The functionality
then records (P, bP ) where bP = 1, if the party P is permitted. Then, for each execution round, a
registered PoS-player P is granted one unit of the stake, and he can then request the functionality
for leader election in this round. Just like in the basic FrCERT , this is processed in “Stake Election”
phase. The difference here is that a player will be verified more carefully to prevent adaptive
registration. Intuitively, only a player who registers on the prefix of a chain can be elected to
extend a block on this chain. This verification is abstracted as subroutine StakeVerification (in
Figure 11).
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Finally, the block verification request (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ, h, C, i) will proceed
as follows. In the request, the functionality will verify if the i-th block on the C is valid. Upon
receiving a verification request, the functionality would check if there is a corresponding path
on the T with C. The functionality then verifies if the signature is valid for the block. Then the
functionality will check if the player is registered long enough before the block is generated. We
use the parameter η to denote that the account is registered η blocks before.

The modified core-chain protocol Πcore•

5.2

In order to prevent the malicious players from generating and registering a key for the next block
adaptively, the protocol is modified as:
•
• A player is qualified to be elected to sign a block in the functionality FrCERT
(see Figure 10),
only if his key pair has been registered at least η blocks before.

• Given two divergent blockchains, if the divergent parts are more than η blocks the chain
which generates the η blocks earlier is the better one.
With this modification, malicious players cannot register a biased key pair for the following
η blocks to increase the probability he will be elected. However, there is still an issue that the
malicious players may register a biased key pair for a round, η blocks later. We will prove this
issue can be resolved if we further improve the best chain strategy. The intuition is that if the
malicious players prepare a biased key pair for a public chain, then the honest player will win
some blocks among the η blocks with high probability. The malicious players cannot predict
the signature of honest players, so he cannot predict the input of the blocks η blocks after. This
means that the malicious players cannot get advantage for η blocks after if the chain is public. If
the malicious players decide to extend a hidden blockchain, he can prepare a biased player for a
block η blocks after. However, he will lose the chain growth competition for the first η blocks.
Hence, we modify the BestCore? into BestCore• as in Figure 13:

5.3

Security analysis

In previous section, the security properties of protocol Πcore? have be proven under the assumption of honest majority of effective stakes based on α? and β ? . Now, under the same assumption,
we will show that our modified core-chain protocol Πcore• can also achieve the same properties. Please note that our new adversary is stronger since there is not restriction on how players
are registered with respect to the protocol execution. More concretely, we have the following
theorem:
Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 1.5, restated). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore• where honest players
follow the 2-greedy strategy while adversarial players follow the fully-greedy strategy. If α? = λβ ? ,
λ > 1, then the protocol Πcore• can achieve chain growth, chain quality, common prefix and chain
soundness properties.
5.3.1

Important lemmas

In our modified protocol Πcore• , malicious players cannot register key pairs so that they can extend
the chains immediately. What the malicious players can do, however, is to register biased key
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•
Functionality FrCERT

The functionality interacts with a set P of parties, as well as an adversary.
The functionality is parameterized by a difficulty parameter p, a security parameter κ, a stake registration
bound η, as well as a tree T . Initially, a set P0 of players are enabled, where P0 ⊆ P; and for all P ∈ P0
the records (P, 1) are stored at the root of the tree T .
Stake Resource Registration.
1. Upon receiving a message (Stake-Register, P, C) from party P ∈ P, retrieve path corresponding
with C . If there is an entry (P, 1) with location path0 in the tree T , and path0 ≺ path, then
ignore the message. Otherwise, pass the message to the adversary. Upon receiving a message
(Stake-Registered, P) from the adversary, set bP := 1, record (P, bP ) with location path in
the tree T , and pass the message to the party P. (the party P registered.)
The Stake-Registered will take effect only after a block is generated on the C.
Stake Election:
For each round, set φP,h prev := 0 for every registered party P ∈ P.
Upon receiving (Elect, P, hh prev , roundi, C) from a PoS-player P, proceed as follows.
Retrieve path corresponding with C and l = len(C).
Set b := 0. (the party P is not elected by default)
1. If StakeVerification(path, P, l) = 1 and φP,h prev = 0 , send (Core-Sign, P, hh prev , roundi) to the
adversary.
Upon receiving (Signature, P, hh prev , roundi, σ), do:
If hh prev , round, P, σ, ·, ·i has been recorded, then ignore the input. Otherwise, send a request
to the adversary for a unique value h; if h·, ·, ·, ·, h, ·i has been recorded, then ignore the input.
Otherwise,
with probability p, set b := 1 (the party P is elected), and store a record of the form
hh prev , round, P, σ, h, 1i in memory.
Set φP,h prev := 1
Output (Elected, P, h, σ, b) to P.
Block Verification:
Upon receiving (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ, h, C, i) from party P0 ∈ P,
Retrieve path corresponding with C.
Set f := 0
1. If StakeVerification(path, P, i) = 1, send (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ) to the adversary.
Upon receiving (Core-Verified, P, hh prev , roundi, φ) from the adversary, do:
If path[i] = hh prev , round, P, σ, h, 1i, then set f := 1.
Else, if P is not corrupted, and no entry hh prev , round, P, σ 0 , h, 1i for any σ 0 is recorded, then
set f := 0 and record the entry hh prev , round, P, σ, h, 0i.
Else, if there is an entry hh prev , round, P, σ, h, f 0 i, then set f := f 0 .
Else, set f := φ, and record the entry hh prev , round, P, σ, h, f i.
2. Retrieve the registration path0 of P.
If path0 ⊀ path or i − len(path0 ) ≤ η, then set f := 0.
Output (Core-Verified, P, hh prev , roundi, σ, h, f ) to the party P0 .
•
Figure 10: Resource certification functionality FrCERT
.
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Subroutine StakeVerification
This subroutine verifies if a player is valid with input hpath, P, ii.
Set f := 0
1. If there exists a record of the form (P, 1) on the path which is located on the j-th block where
j < i,
set f := 1.
Output f .

Figure 11: Stake verification subroutine StakeVerification.
pairs now, and then try to extend the chains many rounds later. We will prove that malicious
players cannot obtain additional advantage by playing this strategy. First, we will show that the
probability that malicious players are able to predict the latest block of the best public chain is
negligible.
Lemma 5.2. Let chain C be the best valid public chain with length ` in round r. Suppose the length
of best valid public chain C 0 will be ` + η in round r + t. The probability that the malicious players
predict the last block on chain C 0 in round r is e−Ω(η) at most in round r.
Proof. From chain quality property, we know that the honest players will contribute blocks in
the last η blocks with probability no less than 1 − e−Ω(η) . Blocks generated by honest players are
unpredictable for malicious players. We have that the malicious players cannot predict any block
from honest players before it is published. Furthermore, he cannot predict the last block of C 0 in
round r if there is a honest block on chain C 0 at last. We get the conclusion that the malicious
players predict the last block of chain C 0 in round r is at most e−Ω(η) .
If malicious players cannot predict the last block the best chain, then he cannot have a biased
key pair registered so that the corresponding stakeholder can be chosen in a future round with
much higher probability. From Lemma 5.2, we conclude that a malicious player, by playing adaptive key registration strategy, cannot improve the probability that he is chosen for extending the
public chain. Next, we will show that the malicious players cannot gain advantage, by playing
this adaptive strategy, for extending a private (hidden) chain.
Lemma 5.3. Assume the malicious players fork a hidden chain C from a block during t rounds.
Let `hidden < η be the length of the forked hidden chain C. Assume the length of public best chain
increase `public blocks during this t rounds. We have Pr[`public > `hidden ] > 1 − e−Ω(`hidden ) .
Proof. From the modified protocol, we also know that the adaptive key generation will not affect
the first η blocks. It is said that the adaptive strategy will not help the malicious players to
shorten the rounds for the first η blocks. The probability that `hidden > `public equals to the
probability that the malicious players break common prefix property. From Corollary 4.9, we
have Pr[`public > `hidden ] > 1 − e−Ω(`hidden ) .
From the modified protocol, we know that if there are two divergent chains, the honest players
will compare the first η different blocks. Suppose η is large enough. From Lemma 5.3, we know
that the hidden chain will not be accepted with overwhelming probability, even the adversary
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Protocol Πcore•
•
Initially, a set P0 of players are registered to the functionality FrCERT
.

Upon receiving message (Register-Stake, P) from the environment Z at round round,
Let C be the set of core-chains collected from FNET .
•
For each C ∈ C, send (Stake-Register, P, C) to functionality FrCERT
.
Upon receiving message (Input-Stake, P) from the environment Z at round round, the PoS-player P ∈
P, proceeds as follows.
1. Select the best local PoS core-chain:
Let C be the set of core-chains collected from FNET .
Compute Cbest := BestCore• (C, round).
2. Attempt to extend PoS core-chain:
For each C ∈ Cbest , and ` := len(C): (BestCore• will return a best chain set and the players will
try to extend all)
prev

Parse C[`] as hhh`
Set h

prev

, round` , P` , σ` i, h` i.

:= h` .

•
Stake election: Send (Elect, P, hh` , roundi, C) to functionality FrCERT
, and receive
•
(Elected, P, h`+1 , σ, b) from FrCERT .
If b = 1, generate a new block-core: Set the new block-core B := hhh` , round, P, σi, h`+1 i,
and set C := CkB , and state := state ∪ {C}, and then send (Broadcast, C) to FNET .

Return (Return-Stake, P) to the environment Z.
•
Figure 12: Our proof-of-stake core-chain protocol Πcore• in the {FrCERT
, FNET }-hybrid model.

(See Figure 13 for the subroutine BestCore• .)

follows the adaptive key registration strategy. That means, the adaptive key registration strategy
is not helpful for extending the hidden chain.
5.3.2

Security properties in the presence of an adaptive adversary

Chain growth. Honest players in protocol Πcore• will extend the chains in the same way as
that in protocol Πcore? . From Corollary 4.7 we have:
Corollary 5.4 (Chain growth). Consider core-chain protocol Πcore• in the presence of a fully-greedy
and adaptive adversary. Consider an honest PoS-player P0 with best local PoS core-chain C 0 in round
r0 , and an
PoS-player P00 with
best local core-chain C 00 in round r00 , where r00 > r0 . Then we
 honest

have Pr len(C 00 ) − len(C 0 ) ≥ g · t ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t) , where t = r00 − r0 , g = (1 − δ)α? , and δ > 0.
Chain quality. From Lemma 5.3 and 5.2, the adversary cannot obtain additional advantage by
playing the adaptive strategy. That is, they cannot produce more blocks by adaptively selecting
key-pairs and having their stakes registrated. From Corollary 4.8 we have:
Corollary 5.5 (Chain quality). Consider α? = λβ ? , λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider core-chain protocol
Πcore• with a greedy and adaptive adversary. Consider an honest PoS-player with PoS core-chain C.
Consider that ` consecutive block-cores of C, where `good block-cores are generated by honest PoS-
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Subroutine BestCore•
•
The subroutine BestCore• is allowed to access to the functionality FrCERT
, and with input
0
0
(C , round ).
For every chain C ∈ C0 , and proceed as follows.

1. Set ` := len(C).
2. For i from ` down to 1, verify block-core C[i], as follows.
prev

• Parse C[i] as hhhi , roundi , Pi , σi i, hi i.
prev
Parse C[i − 1] as hhhi−1 , roundi−1 , Pi−1 , σi−1 i, hi−1 i.
• If roundi < round0 and roundi−1 < roundi , then execute:
If hi 6= hi−1 , then remove this core-chain C from C0 .
prev
•
Else send (Core-Verify, Pi , hhi , roundi i, σi , hi , C, i) to FrCERT
.
prev
Upon receiving message (Core-Verified, Pi , hhi , roundi i, σi , hi , fi ) from
•
, if fi = 0 remove this core-chain C from C0 .
FrCERT
prev

Otherwise, remove the core-chain C from C0 .
Let Cbest := ∅
For every chain C ∈ C0 do
If Cbest = ∅ then Cbest := C
Let ` be the divergent length of Cbest with C, `0 be the divergent length of C with Cbest .
• If ` < η and `0 < η
– If ` < `0 then Cbest := C
• If ` ≥ η or `0 ≥ η
Let t0 be the round number for the η-th divergent block on Cbest . Set t0 := ∞ if ` < η
Let t be the round number for the η-th divergent block on C. Set t := ∞ if `0 < η
– If t < t0 then Cbest := C.
Let ` := len(Cbest ). Set Cbest := ∅.
For any chain C ∈ C0 and len(C) ≥ ` − g, let `0 be the divergent length of C with Cbest ,
if `0 < η then Cbest := Cbest ∪ {C}. (g is a small constant, g = 2 typically.)
Then return Cbest as the output.

Figure 13: The core-chain set validation subroutine BestCore• .
players. Then we have Pr

h

`good
`

i
≥ µ ≥ 1 − e−Ω(`) , where µ = 1 − (1 + δ) λ1 .

Common prefix. Again, from Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.2, the adversary cannot obtain extra
benefit by playing the adaptive strategy. They cannot produce more blocks by adaptively selecting
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key pairs. From Corollary 4.9 we have:
Corollary 5.6 (Common prefix). Consider α? = λβ ? , λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider core-chain
protocol Πcore• with a fully-greedy and adaptive adversary. Consider two honest PoS-players, P in
round r and P0 in round r0 , with the local best PoS core-chains C, C 0 , respectively, where r0 ≥ r. Then
we have Pr [C[1, `]  C 0 ] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(κ) , where ` = len(C) − Θ(κ).
Chain soundness. As in Corollary 4.10, we can achieve the chain soundness property because
we use the longest chain is the best chain policy. Otherwise, if a new player accepts a chain which
is not the best public chain, this chain will also be accepted by existing players. The common
prefix property will be violated.
Corollary 5.7 (Chain soundness). Consider for every round, α? = λβ ? , λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider
core-chain protocol Πcore• with a fully-greedy and adaptive adversary. Consider two honest PoSplayers, P0 and P00 in round r, with the local best core-chains C 0 and C 00 , respectively, where P0 is a
new player and P00 is an existing player in round r. Then we have C 0 [¬κ]  C 00 and C 00 [¬κ]  C 0 .

6

From core-chain to blockchain

In this section, we start to extend the core-chain protocol in Section 5 to a blockchain protocol
in which payload (transactions) will be included. We want to emphasize that the payload cannot
be included into the core block directly. If the payload is in the core block, the malicious players
may try to brute-force different payloads to get the solution that satisfies the hash inequality.
Furthermore, the scheme must guarantee that a malicious player can not change the payload he
signed before. In a concurrent work, Ouroboros Praos [21] requires honest users are able to
erase the signing key after it is used to sign a block. This is a strong assumption and it may be
too complicated to implement. On contrary, our construction here requires nothing more other
than a regular signature.
Intuitively, the core-chain can be viewed as a (biased) random beacon; we can use the beacon
to select a PoS-player to generate a new block with payload. The block with payload will also be
linked as a hash chain which is called main blockchain. More concretely, once a new block-core
Bi+1 is generated by a PoS-player (in the blockchain protocol), then the PoS-player is selected to
˜ σ̃i where
generate the new block B̃i+1 , in the following format B̃i+1 = hhash(B̃i ), Bi+1 , X̃i+1 , pk,
σ̃ ← Signsk˜ (h̃i , Bi+1 , X̃i ) and h̃i := hash(B̃i ), and Bi+1 := hhi , round, pk, σi. X̃i+1 is payload.
Here we note that in our blockchain protocol design, the PoS-player holds two combined pairs
of keys, (sk, pk) of the strengthened unique signature scheme (uKeyGen, uSign, uVerify), and
˜ pk)
˜ of a regular digital signature scheme (KeyGen, Sign, Verify). Now the blocks in the main
(sk,
blockchain are “glued” with the block-cores in the blockchain, and we can reduce the security of
the blockchain protocol to the security of the blockchain protocol.
In the formal description of our blockchain protocol below, we will use a slightly augmented
•
setup functionality F̃rCERT
to capture the hash inequality and the block and block-core signing/verification. Similarly, this setup functionality can be implemented by using hash function
H(·) and a digital signature scheme.
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6.1

•
Setup functionality F̃rCERT

•
In our blockchain protocol design, we will use the setup functionality, F̃rCERT
(in Figure 14),
which is an augmented version of the resource certification functionality in Section 5.1. The first
two phases, “Stake Resource Registration” and “Stake Election”, remain the same. A new phase,
“Signature Generation”, is defined to be utilized to sign a main block. And “Block Verification” is
extended to verify main block.

•
Functionality F̃rCERT
•
The functionality performs same functions with FrCERT
when receiving commands for Stake Resource
Registration, Stake Election, and Block Verification.
In addition:
Signature Generation:
Upon receiving (Block-Sign, P, msg) from a party P, send (Block-Sign, P, msg) to the adversary.
Upon receiving (Signature, P, msg, σ̃) from the adversary, verify that no entry (P, msg, σ̃, 0)
is recorded. If it is, then output an error message (Error) to P and halt. Else, output
(Block-Signed, P, msg, σ̃) to P, and record the entry (P, msg, σ̃, 1).

Block Verification:
Upon receiving (Block-Verify, P, msg, σ̃) from a party P0 ∈ P,
1. If there exists a record of the form (P, ·),
(the party P is elected)
then send
(Block-Verify, P, msg, σ̃) to the adversary. Upon receiving (Block-Verified, P, msg, φ̃) from
the adversary, do:
If (P, msg, σ̃, 1) is recorded, then set f := 1.
Else, if P is not corrupted, and no entry (P, msg, σ̃ 0 , 1) for any σ̃ 0 is recorded, then set f := 0
and record the entry (P, msg, σ̃, f ).
Else, if there is an entry (P, msg, σ̃, f 0 ), then set f := f 0 .
Else, set f := φ̃, and record the entry (P, msg, σ̃, f ).
Output (Block-Verified, P, msg, f ) to the party P0 .
2. Otherwise, if there is no record of the form (P, ·), (the party P is not elected)
set f := 0 and output (Block-Verified, P, msg, f ) to the party P0 .
•
Figure 14: Augmented resource certification functionality F̃rCERT
.

6.2

Main blockchain protocol

We now describe our PoS based blockchain protocol Πmain . The blockchain protocol can be
viewed as an augmented version of the core-chain protocol in Section 5.2, and now it uses the aug•
•
mented resource certificate functionality F̃rCERT
as setup functionality. The functionality F̃rCERT
•
•
has the same phases as of FrCERT
. The difference is F̃rCERT
will provide extra service for main
block signature and verification.
As in the core-chain protocol, for each PoS-player P, once activated by the environment on
(Input-Stake, P) at a round, and received a blockchain set C̃ from FNET , the party P finds the
best valid blockchain C˜best by running the subroutine BestMain (in Figure 16), and then updates
˜ is in the following
its local blockchain C˜ := C˜best . Note that, the i-th block in blockchain C,
format B̃i := hhh̃i−1 , Bi , X̃i i, Pi , σ̃i i. That means, from B̃i , we can obtain the i-th block-core
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˜ If the PoS-player P is seBi . We thus can derive the core-chain C from the blockchain C.
lected (with certain probability p), he can query the functionality to generate a signature σ for
context := hh` , round`+1 i. Then he defines a new block-core B`+1 := hhh` , round` i, P, σi, updates his local core-chain C. Once the new block-core B`+1 is generated, the PoS-player P can
query the functionality to generate a signature σ̃ for msg := hh̃` , B`+1 , X̃`+1 i. Then he can de˜ He then
fine a new block B̃`+1 := hhh̃` , B`+1 , X̃`+1 i, P, σ̃i, and update his local blockchain C.
broadcasts the local blockchain to the network. Please refer to Figure 15 for more details of our
•
will verify if the mainblockchain protocol. In the verification phase, the functionality F̃rCERT
chain is valid after the core-chain is verified to ensure the payload is correct.
Protocol Πmain
•
Πmain performs same as Πcore• by calling subroutine BestMain and F̃rCERT
instead of BestCore• and
•
FrCERT
.
In addition, in Stake election :
If the player is elected to generate a block after generating a core-block he will:

• Attempt to extend PoS blockchain:
– Generate a new block:
˜
If the new block-core B is obtained, then compute h̃` := hash(C[`]),
send
•
, and receive (Signed, P, hh̃` , B , X̃i, σ̃) from
(Sign, P, hh̃` , B , X̃i) to functionality F̃rCERT
•
F̃rCERT
.
˜ B̃ , and state := state ∪ {C},
˜
set the new block B̃ := hhh̃` , B , X̃i, P, σ̃i, and set C˜ := Ck
˜
and then send (Broadcast, C) to FNET .
•
Figure 15: Our proof-of-stake blockchain protocol Πmain in the {F̃rCERT
, FNET }-hybrid model.

(See Figure 16 for the subroutine BestMain.)

In Section 5, our proof-of-stake core-chain protocol Πcore• uses the subroutine BestCore• to
single out the best valid core-chain from a set of core-chains. Here we describe a similar strategy,
subroutine BestMain, to single out the best blockchain from a set of blockchains. The subroutine
BestMain here is a slightly augmented version of the subroutine BestCore• in our core-chain
protocol. Intuitively, a blockchain is the best one if it is the current longest valid blockchain. The
BestMain subroutine takes as input, a blockchain set C̃0 and the current time information round0 .
Intuitively, the subroutine validates all C˜ ∈ C̃0 , then finds the valid longest blockchain.
In more detail, BestMain proceeds as follows. On input the current set of blockchains C̃0 and
˜ the subroutine first unfolds the
the current time information round, and for each blockchain C,
˜
blockchain C into the corresponding core-chain C; the subroutine then evaluates every block-core
˜ sequentially. Let ` be the length of
of the core-chain C, and then every block of the blockchain C,
˜
C. (` is also the length of the corresponding core-chain C.) Starting from the head of C, for every
block-core C[i], for all i ∈ [`], in the core-chain C, the BestMain subroutine (1) ensures that C[i]
is linked to the previous block-core C[i − 1] correctly, and (2) tests if the signature generated by
•
˜ for all
that PoS-player can be verified (by interacting with F̃rCERT
). Then for every block-core C[i],
˜ the BestMain subroutine (1) ensures that C[i]
˜ is linked to the previous
i ∈ [`], in the blockchain C,
˜ − 1] correctly, and (2) tests if the signature generated by that PoS-player can be verified
block C[i
•
(by interacting with F̃rCERT
). After the validation, the best valid blockchain set is selected. Please
refer to Figure 16 for more details.
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Subroutine BestMain
•
The subroutine BestMain is allowed to access to the functionality F̃rCERT
, and with input
0
(C̃ , round).
For every chain C˜ ∈ C̃0 , and proceed as follows.

˜ Derive C from C.
˜
1. Set ` := len(C).
2. Perform same as in BestCore• .
In addition verify each block on C˜ by query (Block-Verify, Pi , hh̃i−1 , Bi , X̃i i, σ̃i ) to
•
F̃rCERT
.
Perform same best chain strategy with C˜ as in BestCore• .

Figure 16: The chain set validation subroutine BestMain.

6.3

Analysis of blockchain protocol

As mentioned before, our blockchain protocol Πmain can be viewed as an augmented version of
the core-chain protocol Πcore• in Section 5; each security property of our blockchain protocol
can be reduced to the corresponding property of the core-chain protocol. We note that, as in the
core-chain protocol Πcore• , the security properties hold under the assumption of honest majority
of effective stakes based on α? and β ? .
Theorem 6.1. Consider blockchain protocol Πmain where honest players follow the 2-greedy strategy
while adversarial players follow the fully-greedy strategy. If α? = λβ ? , λ > 1, then the protocol
Πmain can achieve chain growth, chain quality, common prefix and chain soundness properties.
Chain growth. Chain growth property comes from that of the core-chain protocol. If a PoSplayer is chosen to generate a block-core in the core-chain, the PoS-player is also be chosen to
generate the corresponding block in the blockchain. That means, when the core-chain is extended
with a new block-core, the corresponding blockchain is also extended with a new block. More
formally, we have the following statement.
Corollary 6.2 (Chain growth). Consider the blockchain protocol Πmain . Consider α? = λβ ? , λ > 1,
and δ > 0. Consider an honest PoS-player with the best PoS
blockchain C˜ in round r,
PoS

 and local−Ω(t)
0
0
0
0
˜
˜
˜
blockchain C in round r , where r > r. Then we have Pr len(C ) − len(C) ≥ g · t ≥ 1 − e
,
where t = r0 − r, g = (1 − δ)α? .
Proof. From the protocol, we know that every PoS blockchain C˜ is associated with a PoS corechain C. Each valid block-core B has a corresponding block B̃ . We have, len(C˜0 ) = len(C 0 ) and
˜ = len(C). That means, len(C˜0 ) − len(C)
˜ = len(C 0 ) − len(C). From Corollary 5.4, we have
len(C)



˜ ≥ g · t = Pr len(C 0 ) − len(C) ≥ g · t ≥ 1 − e−Ω(t) . This completes the
Pr len(C˜0 ) − len(C)
proof.
Chain quality. Similarly, if an honest player contributes a block-core to the core-chain, he also
contributes a block to the blockchain. More formally, we have the following statement.
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Corollary 6.3 (Chain quality). Consider the blockchain protocol Πmain . Consider α? = λβ ? , λ > 1,
˜ Consider any ` consecutive
and δ > 0. Consider an honest PoS-player with the best PoS blockchain C.
˜ including `good blocks are generated by honest PoS-players. Then we have Pr[ `good ≥
blocks on C,
`
µ] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(`) where µ = 1 − (1 + δ) λ1 .
Proof. From the algorithms, we know that every PoS blockchain C˜ is associated with a PoS corechain C. Let `core
good be the number of block-cores from honest stakeholders on core-chain C. Let
˜
`main
good be the number of blocks from honest stakeholders on blockchain C. Recall that both block˜ are signed by the same stakeholder. We have `core =
core C[i] and the corresponding block C[i]
good
`good
˜
`main
=
`
.
We
also
have
that
len(C)
=
len(
C)
=
`.
From
Corollary
5.5
we
have
Pr[
≥
good
good
`
1
−Ω(`)
µ] ≥ 1 − e
, where µ = 1 − (1 + δ) λ .
Common prefix. Our analysis is based on the common prefix analysis of core-chain. The
core-chain can achieve common prefix as we discussed. The opportunity for malicious players to
destroy common prefix probability is to generate different blockchain for the same core-chain. For
the malicious players can sign different blocks for one block-core, this will allow him to fork the
blockchain. So the malicious players can fork the blockchain when they are chosen to generate
block. However, with the property of hash function, the malicious players can not generate two
blocks with same hash value. When an honest player is chosen to extend a block, he will only
support one blockchain. Then all of the honest players will converge on one blockchain.
Corollary 6.4 (Common prefix). Consider the blockchain protocol Πmain . Consider α? = λβ ? ,
λ > 1, and δ > 0. Consider two honest PoS-players, P in round r and P0 in round r0 , with the local
˜ C˜0 , respectively, where r0 ≥ r. Then we have Pr[C[1,
˜ `]  C˜0 ] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(κ) ,
best PoS blockchains C,
where ` = len(C) − Θ(κ).
Proof. As we discussed, C˜ and C˜0 are associated with core-chains C and C 0 respectively. From
Corollary 5.6 we know that Pr[C[1, `]  C 0 ] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(κ) .
Based on the assumption that α? = λβ ? and λ > 1, we can have that the malicious players
are not able to generate more than Θ(κ) blocks before an honest player is chosen to generate
block with high probability. All of the honest players will converge on the same chain. Put them
˜ `]  C˜0 ] ≥ 1 − e−Ω(κ) where ` = len(C) − Θ(κ).
together, we have Pr[C[1,
Chain soundness. A new player will accept a blockchain (in which the corresponding corechain is included). The proof idea for achieving chain soundness property of our blockchain
protocol directly follows that for the core-chain protocol. We have the following statement.
Corollary 6.5 (Chain soundness). Consider the blockchain protocol Πmain . Consider for every
round, α = λβ, λ > 1, and δ > 0. There are two honest PoS-players, P0 and P00 in round r,
with the local best PoS blockchains C˜0 and C˜00 , respectively. Let P0 be a new player and P00 be an
existing player in round r. Then we have C˜0 [¬κ]  C˜00 and C˜00 [¬κ]  C˜0 .
Proof. Blockchains C˜0 and C˜00 are associated with core-chains C 0 and C 00 respectively. From
Lemma 3.5 we know that C 0 [¬κ]  C 00 and C 00 [¬κ]  C 0 . We immediately have C˜0 [¬κ]  C˜00
and C˜00 [¬κ]  C˜0 .
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7

Extensions and Discussions

Our design is a natural mimic of Nakamoto’s but via proof-of-stake. We can easily “borrow”
many ideas in Nakamoto’s white paper (and in follow-up papers), to our design. Our design can
tolerate well-known rational attacks. In this section, we discuss a few of them.
Blockchain with adaptive difficulty adjustment. In Bitcoin, in order to maintain a steady
chain growth rate, the system adjusts the PoW hash target difficulty adaptively. The smaller
target, the lower probability to get a valid PoW block by a hash function query, and vice versa.
Our scheme can be extended to support adaptive difficulty easily. As in Nakamoto’s system,
the target difficulty is adjusted every m blocks for some integer m. The time span of difficulty
adjustment is called an epoch; and let t be the expected time of an epoch. Let ti be the actual
time span of the i-th epoch, and Ti be the target difficulty in the i-th epoch. We have the target
difficulty in the (i + 1)-th epoch as follows:
ti
Ti+1 = Ti
t
From the equation above we can observe that, if ti > t then Ti+1 > Ti and vice-versa. In the
case that ti > t, the stakeholders spend longer time to obtain m blocks; it means the system
requires more time than expected for the i-th epoch; thus, the target difficulty should be increased
so that the stakeholders can find new blocks faster in the next epoch. This negative feedback
mechanism makes the system stable. To extend a PoS blockchain, we modify the hash inequality
as H(hash(Bi ), round, pk, σ) < Ti . A player will test if he is qualified to sign a PoS-block based
on the current target difficulty Ti .
Blockchain in the non-flat model. Our ideas in previous sections are described in the “flat”
model, where all PoS-players are assumed to hold the same number of stakes (and they are selected as the winning player with the same probability in each round). In reality, PoS-players
have different amounts of stake. We next discuss how to extend our design ideas properly into
this more realistic “non-flat” model. Consider a PoS-player, with verification-signing key pair
(pk, sk), holding v number of stakes. Let Tj denote the target difficulty in the current epoch, i.e.,
the j-th epoch. We change the hash inequality as follows:
H(hash(Bi ), round, pk, σ) < v Ti
Now we argue that the winning probability of a PoS-player for generating a new block-core is
proportional to the amount of stake he controls. We assume the total amount of stakes in the
whole system is n; consider hash function H : {0, 1} ∗ 7→ {0, 1} κ . We assume np  1, where
p = 2Tκi . Now the PoS-player can play different strategies. If the PoS-player puts his v coins
in one account, the probability that he is selected to sign a PoS block is v p. If the PoS-player
puts his v coins in v accounts and every account has one stake, the probability that an account
is selected to sign a PoS block is p. The outputs of hash function are independent for different
verification keys. The total probability that the PoS-player is selected is 1 − (1 − p)v ≈ v p. That
is, the probability a stakeholder is selected in the non-flat model is (approximately) equal to the
accumulated probability that he distributes the stakes to different accounts as in the flat-model.
For a PoS-player, the probability that he is selected only depends on the total amount of stakes
he controls.
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Nothing at stake. Nothing at stake is a rational attack against the PoS blockchain, where the
optimal strategy for any rational player is to validate every chain, i.e. greedily, so that the player
gets his reward no matter which fork wins.
Our design can effectively defeat nothing at stake attack. As shown in Section 4, in the modified core-chain protocol Πcore? , players follows the g-greedy strategy. As we pointed out earlier,
nothing at stake attackers will follow the full-greedy strategy to try to obtain the best outcome.
From Lemma 4.4, we have proved that in our protocol, the amplification ratio for nothing at stake
attackers (following the full-greedy strategy) is bounded, which means the number of blocks that
attackers can contribute to a chain is also bounded. The length of chains will grow and follow
Pascal’s Triangle coefficients with greedy players. Based on the above results, we have showed
that in the presence of full-greedy adversary, our protocol can still achieve chain soundness.
Selfish mining. Selfish mining is a significant threat to the cryptocurrencies. This is where
one miner or mining pool do not publish and distribute a valid solution to the rest of the network
once they solve the puzzle. Following this strategy, selfish miners will continuously maintain
a lead during the whole mining process. Several analysis showed that the rewards that selfish
miners can claim does not necessarily reflect the computing power they control. This greatly
endangers the fairness of the PoW blockchain. In general, PoS systems are even more vulnerable
to the selfish miners. This is because selfish miners in a PoS system can predict the moment they
should generate two or more blocks on a private hidden chain in a given round.
Our design can effectively weaken the affect of selfish mining. As shown in Section 4, in the
modified core-chain protocol where adversaries follow the g-greedy strategy (meaning players
will try to extend the longest g layers of blockchain instead of the longest one),the blocks generated by the honest players will be defeated by the ones from selfish miners only if they are shorter
more than g blocks. The greater g is, the lower the probability that selfish miners succeed.
Synchronization. In our construction, in the hash inequality H(hash(Bi ), round, pk, σ) < Ti ,
each player relies on his local clock to set the value round. In our security analysis in previous
sections, for simplicity, we assume these local clocks can be perfectly synchronized via a global
clock. In our future work, we will improve our security analysis so that our protocol can be based
on a “relaxed” global clock (in the sense that, players’ local clocks may deviate from the “idealized”
clock slightly). We note that, this “relaxed” global clock can be instantiated via the Network
Time Protocol (NTP). Typically, NTP can synchronize players within tens of milliseconds over
the public Internet.
Other considerations. We can also mimic Nakamoto’s design and incentivize the players to
participate in the protocol by collecting the “rewards”. We note that new ideas (e.g., [46]) can
be adopted. To extend our design idea to a full-fledged blockchain protocol, we also need to use
authenticated data structure to more effectively manage the transactions. Instead of straightforwardly including the entire “payload” X̃i in the block B̃i (as in Section 6, and in [27, 45]), we can
store a Merkle root in B̃i . New ideas (e.g., [48]) can also be used in our design.
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A
A.1

Supporting Materials
Implementing FrCERT in the {F̂CA , F̂uSIG , FRO }-hybrid model

We denote φrCERT as the ideal protocol for an ideal functionality FrCERT , and πrCERT as protocol
in the {F̂CA , F̂uSIG , FRO }-hybrid model. In the ideal protocol φrCERT , the dummy players only forward the messages received from the environment to the functionality FrCERT , and then forward
the messages received from the functionality to the environment. Informally, each PoS-player
through his stake determines whether he is the elected leader in the current round or not; then
he is able to generate a valid signature, which can later be verified by any other players. The
protocol πrCERT is formally described in Figure 17.
Protocol πrCERT
The protocol is parameterized by a PoS parameter p and a security parameter κ.
Each P ∈ P0 , proceeds as follows.
Initially, pass (Keygen, sid, ssid) for some sid, ssid where ssid = (P, ssid0 ) for some ssid0 to the functionality F̂uSIG . Upon receiving (Verification-Key, sid, ssid, pk) from F̂uSIG where pk ∈ {0, 1}poly(κ) , record
pk. Next, send (Register, sid, ssid, P, pk) to the functionality F̂CA and receive (Registered, sid, ssid)
from the functionality F̂CA .
Stake Election: For each round, each registered party P sets φP,h prev z := 0, then proceeds as follows.
Upon receiving (Elect, P, hh prev , roundi) from the environment Z,
1. If φP,h prev = 0, send (Sign, sid, ssid, P, hh prev , roundi) to the functionality F̂uSIG .
Upon
receiving
(Signature, sid, ssid, (P, hh prev , roundi), σ)
prev
(h , round, pk, σ) to the functionality FRO and receives h̃ puzz .

from

F̂uSIG ,

send

• If h̃ puzz > T where T = p · 2κ , then set b := 0.
• Else, set b := 1.
Set φP,h prev := 1
Send (Elected, P, σ, b) to the environment.
2. Otherwise, ignore the message.
Block Verification: Upon receiving (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ) from the environment Z, send
(Retrieve, sid, ssid) for some sid, ssid where ssid = (P, ssid0 ) for some ssid0 to the functionality F̂CA .
Upon receiving (Retrieved, sid, ssid, pk) from the functionality.
• If pk 6=⊥, send (Verify, sid, ssid, (P, hh prev , roundi, σ, pk) to the functionality F̂uSIG . Upon receiving (Verified, sid, ssid, (P, hh prev , roundi), f ) from the functionality F̂uSIG . If f = 1, send
(h prev , round, pk, σ) to the functionality FRO and receives h̃ puzz .
– If h̃ puzz > T where T = p · 2κ , then set f := 0.
– Else, set f := 1.
send (Core-Verified, (P, hh prev , roundi), σ, f ) to the environment.
• Else, if pk =⊥, set f = 0, send (Core-Verified, (P, hh prev , roundi), σ, f ) to the environment.

Figure 17: Resource certification protocol πrCERT .
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Let S be the adversary against the ideal protocol φrCERT , and A be the adversary against
FrCERT
protocol πrCERT . Let EXECφrCERT
,S,Z be the random variable denoting the joint view of all parties
CA ,F̂uSIG ,FRO
be
in the execution of φrCERT with the adversary S and an environment Z. Let EXECπF̂rCERT
,A,Z
the random variable denoting the joint view of all parties in the execution of πrCERT with the
adversary A and an environment Z.
Lemma A.1. Consider φrCERT described above and πrCERT in Figure 17. It holds that the two ensemFrCERT
F̂CA ,F̂uSIG ,FRO
bles EXECφrCERT
are perfectly indistinguishable.
,S,Z and EXECπrCERT ,A,Z

Proof. We show that the two executions are perfectly indistinguishable by the following simulation. Consider the adversary A for πrCERT , we now construct an adversary S on input 1κ and a
PoS parameter p for φrCERT as follows. S stores a table T
Initialization and Stake Election:
Simulating the execution with an uncorrupted party P as follows. When S receives in the ideal
process a message (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ) from FrCERT , where P is uncorrupted,
it proceeds as follows:
If this is the first time that P generates a signature, then simulate for A the process of
key generation . That is, send to A (in the name of F̂uSIG ) (Keygen, sid, ssid) to the adversary, and receive (Verification-Key, sid, ssid, pk) from the adversary A, then send
(Register, sid, ssid, pk) to the adversary A; upon receiving (Registered, sid, ssid) from
the adversary, then record the pair (ssid, pk).
Simulate for A the process of signing hh prev , roundi, send (Sign, sid, ssid, hh prev , roundi)
(in the name of F̂uSIG ) to A. Upon receiving (Signature, sid, ssid, hh prev , roundi, σ) from
the adversary, forward (Signature, sid, ssid, hh prev , roundi, σ) to FrCERT .
Simulating the execution with a corrupted party P with F̂CA and F̂uSIG as follows.
Upon receiving (Keygen, sid, ssid) from party P, send (in the name of F̂uSIG ) (Keygen, sid, ssid)
to the adversary, and receive (Verification-Key, sid, ssid, pk) from the adversary A, then
send (Verification-Key, sid, ssid, pk) (in the name of F̂uSIG ) to P and record (ssid, P, pk).
Upon receiving (Register, sid, ssid, P, pk) from party P, send (Register, sid, ssid, pk) to
the adversary A; upon receiving (Registered, sid, ssid) from the adversary, then record
the pair (ssid, pk) and (Registered, sid, ssid) to P. Then, instruct the corrupted party P
send the message (Elect, P, hh prev , roundi) to FrCERT .
Upon receiving (Sign, sid, ssid, P, hh prev , roundi) from P, check if (ssid, hh prev , roundi, ·, ·)
has been recorded. If yes, ignore the request. Otherwise, send (Sign, sid, ssid, hh prev , roundi)
to the adversary. Upon receiving (Signature, sid, ssid, hh prev , roundi, σ) from the adversary, output (Signature, sid, ssid, hh prev , roundi, σ) to party P, and record the entry
(ssid, hh prev , roundi, σ, pk, 1).
Simulate the interaction of any party P with FRO as follows. For query (h prev , round, pk, σ)
from party P, (h prev , round, pk, σ), send (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ) to FrCERT and
receive (Core-Verified, (P, hh prev , roundi), σ, f ). If f = 0, choose random h̃ puzz ∈ {0, 1}κ
such that h̃ puzz > T where T = p · 2κ . If f = 1, choose h̃ puzz ∈ {0, 1}κ such that h̃ puzz ≤ T.
Then store ((h prev , round, pk, σ), h̃ puzz )) in the table T and send h̃ puzz to P.
Block Verification:
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Simulating the execution with an uncorrupted party P as follows. When notified by FrCERT
that some uncorrupted party P made a verification request, proceed as follows. Upon receiving message (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ) from FrCERT , then forward this message to
A (in the name of F̂uSIG ). Forward A’s response back to FrCERT .
Simulating the execution with a corrupted party P with F̂CA and F̂uSIG as follows.
Upon receiving (Retrieve, sid, ssid) from a corrupted party P for some party P0 , send
(Retrieve, sid, ssid, P) to the adversary A, upon receiving (Retrieved, sid, ssid, P) from
the adversary. Then, if there is a recorded pair (ssid, pk) output (Retrieved, sid, ssid, pk)
to P. Else output (Retrieved, sid, ssid, ⊥) to P. Then, instruct the corrupted party P to
send the message (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ) to FrCERT .
Upon receiving (Verify, sid, ssid, (P, hh prev , roundi, σ, pk) from a corrupted party P, generate a response following the instructions of F̂uSIG .
Simulate the interaction of any party P with FRO as follows. For query (h prev , round, pk, σ)
from party P check if ((h prev , round, pk, σ), h̃ puzz )) in the table T and send h̃ puzz to party P.
Otherwise, send (h prev , round, pk, σ), send (Core-Verify, P, hh prev , roundi, σ) to FrCERT and
receive (Core-Verified, (P, hh prev , roundi), σ, f ). If f = 0, choose random h̃ puzz ∈ {0, 1}κ
such that h̃ puzz > T where T = p · 2κ . If f = 1, choose h̃ puzz ∈ {0, 1}κ such that h̃ puzz ≤ T.
Then store ((h prev , round, pk, σ), h̃ puzz )) in the table T and send h̃ puzz to P.
F

F̂CA ,F̂uSIG ,FRO
rCERT
We now show that the two ensembles EXECφrCERT
are perfectly close.
,S,Z and EXECπrCERT ,A,Z
Notice that for each election query, the adversary S is noticed by the functionality FrCERT whether
this query is successful or not, then it samples the output randomly from a set {0, 1}κ that satisfied
inequality H(h prev , round, pk, σ) ≤ T if the query is successful. Putting them together, the views
of players in the two executions are perfectly indistinguishable.

A.2

Multi-Session Certificate Authority Functionality F̂CA

We present the certificate authority functionality following the modeling of [14, 15].
Functionality F̂CA
The functionality F̂CA interacts with a set P of parties, and an adversary.
1. Upon receiving message (Register, sid, ssid, v) from party P ∈ P , verify that ssid = (P, ssid0 )
for some ssid0 . If not, ignore the request. Otherwise, send (Register, sid, ssid, v) to the adversary;
upon receiving (Registered, sid, ssid) from the adversary, then record the pair (ssid, v).
2. Upon receiving message (Retrieve, sid, ssid) from party P0 ∈ P, send (Retrieve, sid, ssid, P0 )
to the adversary, upon receiving (Retrieved, sid, ssid, P0 ) from the adversary. Then, if there is a
recorded pair (ssid, v) output (Retrieved, sid, ssid, v) to P0 . Else output (Retrieved, sid, ssid, ⊥)
to P0 .

Figure 18: Multi-session certificate authority functionality F̂CA .
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Multi-Session Signature Functionality F̂uSIG

A.3

We present the multi-session version of the digital signature functionality in [14]. While the
digital signature functionality can be realized by a signature protocol which is based on ordinary
signature scheme, this functionality here can be realized by a signature protocol which is based on
unique signature scheme. The underlying part highlights the difference be between ours and that
in [14]. We note that the definition of unique signature scheme can be found in next subsection.
Functionality F̂uSIG
The functionality F̂SIG interacts with a set of signers {S1 , . . . , Sk }, and a set of verifiers {V1 , . . . , Vn },
and an adversary S.
Key Gerneration: Upon receiving input (Keygen, sid, ssid) from a signer P ∈ {S1 , . . . , Sk }, verify
that ssid = (P, ssid0 ) for some ssid0 . If not, ignore the request. Otherwise, hand (Keygen, sid, ssid)
to the adversary. Upon receiving (Verification-Key, sid, ssid, pk) from the adversary, output
(Verification-Key, sid, ssid, pk) to the party P , and record (ssid, P, pk).
Signature Generation: Upon receiving input (Sign, sid, ssid, m) from a signer P ∈ {S1 , . . . , Sk }, verify
that ssid = (P, ssid0 ) for some ssid0 and no (ssid, m, ·, ·) has been recorded. If not, ignore the request.
Otherwise, send (Sign, sid, ssid, m) to the adversary.
Upon receiving (Signature, sid, ssid, m, σ) from the adversary, verify that no entry (ssid, m, σ, pk, 0)
is recorded.
If it is, then output an error message to P and halt.
Otherwise, output
(Signature, sid, ssid, m, σ) to P , and record the entry (ssid, m, σ, pk, 1).
Signature Verification: Upon receiving a message (Verify, sid, ssid, m, σ, pk0 ) from some party
P
∈ {V1 , . . . , Vn }, hand (Verify, sid, ssid, m, σ, pk0 ) to the adversary.
Upon receiving
(Verified, sid, ssid, m, φ) from the adversary, do:
1. If pk0 = pk and the entry (ssid, m, σ, pk, 1) is recorded, then set f := 1.
2. Else, if pk0 = pk, the signer of subsession ssid is not corrupted, and no entry (ssid, m, σ 0 , pk, 1)
for any σ 0 is recorded, then set f := 0.
3. Else, if there is an entry (ssid, m, σ, pk0 , f 0 ) recorded, then let f := f 0 .
4. Else, let f := φ and record the entry (ssid, m, σ, pk0 , φ).
Output (Verified, sid, ssid, m, f ) to P .

Figure 19: Multi-session signature functionality F̂uSIG .
A.3.1

Unique signature scheme.

Unique signature scheme was introduced in [38], which consists of four algorithms, a randomized key generation algorithm uKeyGen, a deterministic key verification algorithm uKeyVer, a
deterministic signing algorithm uSign, and a deterministic verification algorithm uVerify. We expect for each verification key there exists only one signing key. We also expect for each pair of
message and verification key, there exists only one signature. We have the following definition.
Definition A.2. We say (uKeyGen, uKeyVer, uSign, uVerify) is a strengthened unique signature
scheme, if it satisfies:
Correctness of key generation: Honestly generated key pair can always be verified. More formally,
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it holds that
Pr [(pk, sk) ← uKeyGen(1κ ) : uKeyVer(pk, sk) = 1] ≥ 1 − negl(κ)
Uniqueness of signing key: There does not exist two different valid signing keys for a verification key.
More formally, for all ppt adversary A, it holds that


(pk, sk1 , sk2 ) ← A(1κ ) :
Pr
≤ negl(κ)
uKeyVer(pk, sk1 ) = 1 ∧ uKeyVer(pk, sk2 ) = 1 ∧ sk1 6= sk2
Correctness of signature generation: For any message x, it holds that
Pr [(pk, sk) ← uKeyGen(1κ ); σ := uSign(sk, x) : uVerify(pk, x, σ) = 1] ≥ 1 − negl(κ)
Uniqueness of signature generation: For any message x, it holds that


(pk, sk) ← A(1κ ) :
Pr
≤ negl(κ)
uVerify(pk, x, σ1 ) = 1 ∧ uVerify(pk, x, σ2 ) = 1 ∧ σ1 6= σ2
Unforgeability of signature generation: For all ppt adversary A,


(pk, sk) ← uKeyGen(1κ ); (x, σ) ← AuSign(sk,·) (1κ ) :
Pr
≤ negl(κ)
uVerify(pk, x, σ) = 1 ∧ (x, σ) 6∈ Q
where Q is the history of queries that the adversary A made to signing oracle uSign(sk, ·).
Remark A.3 (Instantiations for the unique signature scheme). Efficient instantiations can be
found in literature. For example, the well-known BLS signature [8] can be a good candidate.

A.4

Additional Functionalities

We here describe some functionalities which can be useful for our protocols in the body. We also
discuss some of their implementations.
A.4.1

Network communication FNET

The underlying communication for blockchain protocols are formulated via a functionality FNET
which captures the atomic unauthenticated “send-to-all” broadcast in a semi-synchronous communication setting. The functionality is parameterized by an upper bound ∆ on the network
latency, and interacts with players under the direction of the adversary. More concretely, the
functionality proceeds as follows. Whenever it receives a message from a player, it would contact the adversary to ask the adversary to specify the delivery time for the message. Note that,
if the specified delivery time exceeds the delay upper bound ∆, the functionality would not follow the adversary’s instruction, and only delay the message to a maximum number of ∆ rounds.
That said, no messages are delayed more than ∆ rounds. In addition, the adversary could read
all messages sent by all honest players before deciding his strategy; the adversary may “spoof”
the source of a message they transmit and impersonate the (honest) sender of the message. The
functionality FNET is formally described in Figure 20.
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Functionality FNET
The functionality is parametrized by ∆, and interacts with a set P of PoS-players, and the adversary.
• Upon receiving (Broadcast, m) from a party P at round r where P ∈ P, send (Broadcast, m)
to S and record (P, m, b, r) where b = 0.
• Upon receiving (Delay, m, P0 , t) from S where P0 ∈ P (here, the adversary can “spoof” the source
of the message), then
– If there is a record (P, m, b, r) such that b = 0 and t ≤ ∆, then send (Message, P0 , m) to
all other PoS-players at round r + t and reset b := 1.
– Else, if t > ∆, send (Message, P0 , m) to all other PoS-players at round r + ∆ and reset
b := 1.
– Else, ignore the message.

Figure 20: Network functionality FNET .
A.4.2

Random Oracle Functionality FRO

The random oracle model (e.g., [4]) captures an idealization of a hash function. We here present
the random oracle functionality FRO that has been defined in [30].
Functionality FRO
The functionality FRO is parameterized by a security parameter κ, and interacts with a set P of parties,
and an adversary. The functionality keeps a list L (which is initially empty) of pairs of bitstrings.
1. Upon receiving a value (m) (with m ∈ {0, 1}∗ ) from some party P ∈ P or from the adversary,
proceed as follows.
• If there is a pair (m, h̃) for some h̃ ∈ {0, 1}κ in the list L,set h := h̃.
• if there is no such pair, choose uniformly h ∈ {0, 1}κ and store the pair (m, h) in L.
Once h is set, reply to the requesting party with (h).

Figure 21: Random oracle functionality FRO .
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